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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
cases, UWE, Bristol, UK
Yen-Hua Lee - bookworks
Wednesday 1st July – Thursday 27th August 2015
Yen-Hua Lee paints on books she has collected and in that
way establishes a connection with the content of the book.
At the same time, she also uses the pages to engage in a
dialogue with long dead writers. Lee adopts a collage-type
approach with different sized materials, arranging memories
of time shared by her own work and the writings of different
authors which allow viewers to explore the content of that
dialogue from different chronologies.
Throughout time, there are so many stories created for
each layer of memory on each page. On one hand, when
people open a book and read each page, all the memories
resurface in their mind. On the other and, when people
move onto the next page, the previous page will be covered,
meaning that a newer layer of memory is created and added
to the previous one. For Yen-Hua Lee, book pages are
meaningful items that show humans’ perception of time and
accumulated memories throughout their life.
http://yenhualee.net
Exhibitions at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts:
The Contained Narrative: Defining the Contemporary
Artist’s Book
Until 26th July 2015
At the most fundamental level, a book is a contained
narrative. This exhibition brings definition to the artist’s
book by focusing on such varied practices as “Bound and
Unbound,” “The Virtual Book,” “Book as Environment” and
more. Curated by Cathy Ryan.
Reader’s Art: Concealed, Confined and Collected
Until 26th July 2015
Reader’s Art highlights work by emerging book arts students
responding to the theme of “containment.” Presented in
collaboration with the College Book Art Association and
Susan Hensel Gallery.
Yen-Hua Lee relies on books and book pages to describe
human memory and time. She has already worked on this
book-art project for ten years. To her, each page represents
a layer of memory related to a specific life stage of humans.

MCBA Prize Exhibition 2015
17th July - 3rd August 2015
Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA) is proud to
announce the five finalists for this year’s MCBA Prize the first honour to recognise book art from across the field
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and around the world. This year’s competition, celebrated
in coordination with MCBA’s 30th Anniversary, was judged
by a jury of three experts in the field of book arts. The jurors
reviewed a total of 170 submissions, representing 18 nations
around the world from five continents, including 34 of the
50 United States.
Finalists for The MCBA Prize 2015 are, in alphabetical
order:
– Ken Botnick, Diderot Project
– Sarah Bryant and David Allen, Figure Study
– Casey Gardner, Matter, Antimatter, and So Forth
– Sara Langworthy, On Physical Lines
– Robin Price, Love in the Time of War
The jury also awarded three Special Recognitions of
Merit:
– Rhiannon Alpers, Remnants
– Candace Hicks, String Theory, Vol. III
– Gabriella Solti, The Book of Hours

continuing the discussion at MCBA’s Book Art Biennial
and beyond. Thank you to all who entered for sharing
your work with us, and congratulations to the finalists.”
These five works will be judged at MCBA during Book Art
Biennial 2015 (BookArtBiennial.org), a multi-day academic
symposium on contemporary practice in the book arts. The
winner will be announced at MCBA’s 30th Anniversary Gala
and award ceremony on Saturday, July 25. The five finalists
each receive a $500 cash award, plus a $750 travel stipend
to attend Book Art Biennial and The MCBA Prize Gala; the
winner receives an additional $2,000 cash award.
The winner will be announced live at MCBA’s 30th
Anniversary Gala and Award Ceremony on Saturday, July
25. Enjoy wine and cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, and live music
by the Jimmy Kennedy Jazz Trio, while you experience the
five finalists’ work and mingle with artists and special guests.
Then attend the evening’s program, emceed by Minnesota
Public Radio arts host and producer Marianne Combs,
where the winner of The MCBA Prize 2015 will be revealed,
followed by champagne, pour-over coffee, and desserts. VIP
attendees are invited to a pre-reception craft beer and spirits
tasting, featuring Norseman Distillery and Dangerous Man
Brewing, paired with light snacks and delicacies. The VIP
reception will offer attendees an opportunity to experience
the finalist works in a more intimate setting.

The artworks will be on display at MCBA from July 17
through August 3, 2015. More photos, artist statements,
and The MCBA Prize 2015 online gallery are available at
MCBAPrize.org

Gala tickets ($50 / $130 VIP) are available online at
BookArtBiennial.org, or by calling The Shop at MCBA at
612-215-2520. The MCBA Prize is presented in conjunction
with Book Art Biennial 2015 (July 23-26), a series of
workshops, exhibitions, presentations and performances
that explore contemporary practice in the book arts. The
2015 Biennial Symposium will continue a tradition of
stimulating critical thinking and dialogue. New this year
is a free citywide Book Arts Art Crawl in celebration of
MCBA’s 30th Anniversary; participating venues include
MCBA, Minneapolis College of Art and Design (MCAD),
the Walker Art Center Library, and Form + Content Gallery.
For more details on Symposium programming or to register,
visit BookArtBiennial.org

The MCBA Prize 2015 jury consists of:
– Aaron Cohick, proprietor of NewLights Press and master
printer at The Press at Colorado College
– Daniel E. Kelm, book artist and founder of the Garage
Annex School for Book Arts
– Jae Jennifer Rossman, Assistant Director for Special
Collections, Yale University Library

Minnesota Center for Book Arts
1011 Washington Ave. S. #100
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org/biennial/
Monday – Saturday: 9.30am to 6.30pm
Tuesdays open late: 9.30am to 9pm
Sundays: noon to 5pm

In summing up this first stage of the competition, the jury
stated:

Exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts, New York:

“The MCBA Prize 2015 attracted work of impressive depth
and quality. The selection process to name five finalists from
the pool of 170 submissions compelled an active discussion
on topics such as integrity, finish, physicality, complexity,
and the development of ideas. We found our discussions
thought-provoking, yet fun, as we anticipated the next
missive from our colleagues. Eventually, the difficult
decisions were made, but not before each juror passionately
articulated their opinions. We are looking forward to

Embraced: The International Community
8th July – 19th September 2015
Organised by Richard Minsky, Founder, Center for Book
Arts. Main gallery. This exhibition examines the influence
the Center has had on the international book arts scene as
well as the international artists who have come to the Center
to study, exhibit, or teach. This is fourth and final exhibition
of the Center’s 40th anniversary year-long celebration, each
of which featured and documented a particular programme.

Candace Hicks, String Theory: Volume III, 2013, embroidery on
canvas. Unique work, 48 pages, awarded one of the three Special
Recognitions of Merit.
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Artists included are: Biruta Auna, Robert Bringhurst, Inge
Bruggeman, Ken Campbell, Ulises Carrión, Ana Cordeiro,
Béatrice Coron, Steven Daiber, Helen Douglas & Telfer
Stokes, Gavin Dovey, Colette Fu, Michael Gibbs, Takuji
Hamanaka, Barbara Henry, Amos Paul Kennedy Jr., Kumi
Korf, Hedi Kyle, Catarina Leitão, Ligorano/Reese with
Daniel Kelm, Margarita Lypiridou, Mikhail Magaril, Franco
Marinai, Russell Maret, Barbara Mauriello, Clifton Meador,
Bernard Middleton, Susan Mills, Jánis Nedéla, Asuka
Ohsawa, Zahra Partovi, Werner Pfeiffer, Tom Phillips, Lise
Poirier, John Randle, John Ross, Miriam Schaer, Gaylord
Schanilec, Robbin Ami Silverberg, Alexandra Soteriou,
Sylvia de Swaan, and Sam Winston.

Unfolding the Archive: Floating World artists respond to
NIVAL and the F.E. McWilliam collections
F.E. McWilliam Gallery and Studio, County Down
Until 19th July 2015
Unfolding the Archive, an exhibition of new work by the
international artists’ group Floating World, is the result
of a collaboration between the National Irish Visual Arts
Library (NIVAL) and the F.E. McWilliam Gallery & Studio
in partnership with the NCAD Gallery at the National
College of Art & Design. The exhibition takes its title from
the tangible starting point for engagement with an archive
– the simple act of unfolding – and the practice of appraisal,
valuation and interpretation that is inherent in this process.

/mit ðǝ detǝ/: Source Materials Visualized
Artist Members Exhibition
Organised by Alexander Campos, Executive Director &
Curator, The Center for Book Arts, and Heidi Neilson,
artist and Co-founder of SP Weather Station.
/mit ðǝ detǝ/: Source Materials Visualized presents artists’
books, book-related artworks, and text-based new
media that are visual interpretations, extrapolations, and
recontextualizations of researched source materials such as
data analysis, surveying, mapping, plotting, data mining,
statistics, analytics, observations, and schemes. In alignment
with the exhibition’s theme, the title “/mit ðǝ detǝ/”
represents the phrase “Meet the data” rendered phonetically.
The exhibition features artist members of the Center as
well as invited artists to further the discourse of the
exhibition’s theme.

Featuring new work by 11 artists from Ireland, the UK
and Japan alongside a selection of archives from NIVAL
and the F.E. McWilliam collection, Unfolding the Archive
demonstrates the breadth of engagement and the broad
range of methods and materials employed by artists to
represent the relationship between their own contemporary
practice and the act of archiving arts documentation.
Alongside artists’ books, which form the glue that holds
the exhibition together, each artist will also respond to the
collection in other art forms of relevance to their practice
such as textiles, drawing, painting, sculpture, performance
and video.
An illustrated catalogue with a commissioned essay by
Karen di Franco, artist and digital archivist with Book
Works, will accompany the exhibition. The Unfolding the
Archive exhibition is guest curated by Donna Romano,
Librarian at NCAD and Dr. Riann Coulter, Curator of the
F.E. McWilliam Gallery & Studio.
F.E. McWilliam Gallery and Studio, County Down. Ireland.
Mon - Sat, 10am - 5pm.
www.femcwilliam.com
Ideation Experience
Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
Until 1st August 2015

Matthew Birchall, Photograph Converted into Morse Code, 2013,
Café Royal Books. Photograph: Café Royal Books

Artists included are: Karen Baldner, Jen Bervin, Matthew
Birchall, AJ Bocchino, Sara Bouchard, Sarah Bryant,
Evelyn Faulkes, Neil Freeman, Barbara Henry, Candace
Hicks, Peter Jellitsch, Jessica Lagunas, Woody Leslie, Emily
McVarish, Toby Millman, Barbara Milman, John Risseeuw,
Maria Veronica San Martin, Libby Scarlett, Tim Schawrtz,
Ellen Sheffield, Ward Shelley, Joshua Singer, Edyth Skinner,
Jeff Thompson, Carolyn Thompson, Angie Waller, Thomas
Parker Williams, and Sam Winston.
28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA
http://centerforbookarts.org
Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 11am-6pm, Sat 10am-5pm
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The Artist’s Book Ideation Cards set by Barbara Tetenbaum
and Julie Chen (published by Flying Fish Press and
Triangular Press) was designed as an aid to the book artist,
to jump start a new project or inform one in progress.
There are two decks in the set: Category Cards containing
approx. 8 cards in each of the 7 categories (text – image
– structure – paper – layout – technique – colour) and 52
Adjective Cards of which 3 are ‘wild cards’. Choosing a card

randomly from each of the seven categories and five cards
from the adjectives offers an unexpected recipe for a project.
All books in this show were designed and created using the
Artist’s Book Ideation deck of cards.
Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, #101 Denver, CO 80204, USA.
http://www.abecedariangallery.com

Hello Hedi
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, USA
Until 25th July 2015
23 Sandy hosts two international juried exhibitions each
year. Our first for 2015 is titled Hello Hedi. For this exciting
exhibition we called for artists’ books inspired by the myriad
structures invented by Hedi Kyle. She is a force in the book
arts field, inventing inspiring structures such as the flag
book, blizzard book, fishbone fold, pivoting panel book and
many others. This show features 56 works inspired by the
myriad structures Hedi has invented during her long career
as artist, conservator and teacher. But, keep in mind,
this is not a structure show, these works honour Hedi’s
paper transformations with smart stories, strong concepts,
focused contexts and excellent craftsmanship.
HELLO HEDI was juried by the founder of 23 Sandy
Gallery, Laura Russell, who diligently evaluated 189 works
submitted for HELLO HEDI, carefully rating each based on
concept, craftsmanship and originality. Thank you to every
talented artist who submitted such amazing, inspired work
and to Hedi Kyle for her enthusiasm and support of this
very special endeavor.
This exhibition features book and paper arts related works
including limited edition and one-of-a-kind artist books
and sculptural books by the following artists:
Islam Aly, Susan Angebranndt, Jody Arthur, Charlene Asato,
Alice Austin, Alicia Bailey, Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo,
Anita Bigelow, Ginger Burrell, R D Burton, Valerie Carrigan,
Macy Chadwick, Laurie Corral, Jenny Craig, Dea Fischer,
Alisa Golden, Joan Iversen Goswell, C J Grossman, Penelope
Hall, Ian Hampton, Karen Hardy, Lotta Helleberg, Jennie
Hinchcliff, Monica Holtsclaw, Paula Jull, Hilke Kurzke,
Jihae Kwon, Roberta Lavadour, Louise Levergneux, Kyoko
Matsunaga, Sarah Matthews, Scott McCarney, Tekla
McInerney, Bea Nettles, Carol Norby, Bonnie Thompson
Norman, Lisa Onstad, Virginia Phelps, Amy Pirkle, Gina
Pisello, Katherine Pulido, Maria Veronica San Martin,
Elizabeth Sanford, Judy Sgantas, Jaime Shafer, Fruma
Shrensel, Jessica Spring, Elsi Vassdal Ellis, Mark Wangberg,
Laurie Weiss, Helga Widmann, Rutherford Witthus,
Dorothy A. Yule and Hedi Kyle herself.
Dorothy A. Yule, who took workshops from Hedi herself
nearly forty years ago, celebrates Hedi with HEDIDAY: A
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portable holiday to celebrate the work of Hedi Kyle (shown
above). This piece incorporates Wunderkabinett “gift boxes,”
a flag book of “applause,” and much more.
Much more information on the Hello Hedi exhibition and
an online colour catalogue of all 56 works can be found at:
http://23sandy.com/works/hellohedi
23 Sandy Gallery, 623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR
97232, USA. 23 Sandy Gallery is open Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, Noon to 6pm. Please contact Laura via the website
to schedule an appointment outside of gallery hours.
www.23sandy.com
Peter Downsborough
CDLA, Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 31st October 2015
Centre des livres d’artistes (cdla), 1 place Attane, F–87500
Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France. http://cdla.info
Common Denominators
An Invitational Exhibition of Five Book Artists
Form+Content Gallery, Minneapolis, USA
Until 25th July 2015
Inge Bruggeman, Daniel Essig, Karen Kunc, Sara
Langworthy and Gaylord Schanilec, curated by
Form+Content members Jody Williams and Jim Dryden.
Form+Content Gallery presents Common Denominators,
an exhibition of five nationally prominent book artists who
consider form and content in equal measure. Honouring
traditional book structures as they create, their interplay
of form and content informs complex, extensive bodies
of work.
Inge Bruggeman, Daniel Essig, Karen Kunc, Sara
Langworthy and Gaylord Schanilec each display a deep
understanding of the structure and form of traditional
books, whether creating printed and bound editions,
sculptures that include or evoke book forms, or installations
that challenge our expectations for the book.
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The Common Denominators artists delve into history,
the natural environment, elemental substances, and books
themselves as sources for content, expressed with a range
of imagery from abstract to representational, augmented
with excerpted texts, their own writing, or no words at all.
Closing Reception / Book Arts Art Crawl
Friday 24th July 2015, 6pm - 9pm. In conjunction with the
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis College of
Art and Design, and the Walker Art Center Library.
All events are free and open to the public.
Form+Content Gallery
Whitney Square Building, 210 North 2nd Street, Suite 104
Minneapolis, MN 55401, USA.
http://www.formandcontent.org

visual arts. Today, the artist’s book is a multi-level artistic
phenomenon, it has incorporated a variety of genres,
however, just as a hundred years ago, it has probably the
largest number of intersections with the genre.
Literature and poetry in particular, are inconceivable
without metaphors and without games. In this project,
we built a metaphorical solar system, which was filled by
our Russian favourite writers and poets. The role of the
sun, of course, was given to Alexander Pushkin. Further
along the orbits: Mercury - Mikhail Lermontov, Venus Nikolai Gogol, the Earth - modern poetry, Mars - Vladimir
Mayakovsky, Jupiter - Andrei Platonov, Saturn - Kozma
Prutkov, Uranus - Daniil Kharms, Neptune - Velemir
Khlebnikov, Pluto - Alexej Kruchenyh.

Orphic Cosmogony by Mikhail Pogarsky, a set of 10 small books
devoted to 10 Russian writers and poets.

CIBA – CASCAIS INTERNATIONAL BOOK ARTS
Cascais Cultural Centre, Casa de Santa Maria, Portugal
Until 12th July 2015
The Fundação Dom Luis I holds its inaugural show of
artists’ books at the Cascais Cultural Centre, Casa de Santa
Maria, Portugal. The show is invitational, featuring 23
leading book artists from Australia, Canada, Finland, Italy,
Lithuania, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, United Kingdom,
and the United States. Starting in 2016, CIBA will be an
annual juried show. www.fundacaodomluis.pt
Orphic Cosmogony
A metaphorical project at the junction of the artist’s
book and literature at the State Museum and Exhibition
Complex ROSIZO, Moscow
Until 10th July 2015
Curators: Mikhail Pogarsky, Vasily Vlasov. The artist’s
book was born from a synthesis of the literature and the

Writers and poets were selected for this project not just
for the “Table of Ranks”, but by the love that they have
inspired among book artists. Almost everyone on this
list was devoted to a separate art project. Construction
of correspondences between writers and planets also not
based on chronology, nor to recognition, but by an intuitive
similarity. More than 100 artists took part in the project.
Sentimental Landscapes
Shandy Hall Gallery, Coxwold, UK
Until 30th September 2015
A private collection of rare ‘Endless Landscapes’
(Myriorama) are on display for the first time in the home
of writer Laurence Sterne, alongside a newly commissioned
interpretation by Guardian cartoonist Tom Gauld.
‘Endless Landscapes’ (Myriorama) were all the rage in the
early 19th century as enthusiasts created different miniature
panorama in their own homes, in their pursuit of the
landscape of sensibility and the picturesque.
Now very rare, the Myriorama on view at Shandy Hall home of the 18th century writer Laurence Sterne - are on
loan from a private collection and have never been exhibited
before. Drawing inspiration from this collection, along with
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Gutenberg, Cranach und die Folgen- Künstlerbücher von
Ahlrich van Ohlen im Dialog
Johannes A Lasco Bibliothek, Emden, Germany
Until 25th July 2015

Three panels by Tom Gauld

images from editions of Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey, the
cartoonist and illustrator Tom Gauld has created a new
endless landscape – a story with over 40 million possible
permutations. There will be 12 cards in each set and they
will be for sale. Enquiries to: shandyhall@dsl.pipex.com
Laurence Sterne Trust
Shandy Hall, Coxwold, York YO 61 4AD, UK.
www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk
books by artists
Webb Gallery, Queensland College of Art, Brisbane,
Australia
10th - 24th July 2015
To coincide with abbe 2015 the Griffith Centre for Creative
Arts Research will hold an exhibition of books by artists
featuring artists working in Queensland. The exhibition
features artists’ books, altered books, artists’ publications,
book art, book as artwork, book objects, bookwork, livres
d’artistes, photo books.

Ahlrich van Ohlen, Il Viaggiatore non Commerciale, 2010.

A solo exhibition of artists’ books by Ahlrich van Ohlen
against the backdrop of, and in relation to the collection of
antiquarian books in the archive of the Johannes A Lasco
Bibliothek. Artists’ books and mail art will be on show, and
workshops for children and young adults will be held as part
of the exhibition.
Johannes a Lasco Bibliothek
Kirchstraße 22, 26721 Emden, Germany.
http://www.jalb.de/14181-0-309-42.html
Ellen Bell & Jo Hamill - Call Me
The Gallery on the Green, Settle, North Yorkshire, UK
Until Friday 15th August 2015
With their promise of privacy, public telephone boxes were
all too often the sites of assignation or heartbreak.
And yet what was really being said? Was it ever original?
Could there be a universal conversation that replayed itself
in, and was absorbed by, these spaces? Ellen Bell and Jo
Hamill’s new installation Call Me, at Upper Settle’s now
decommissioned telephone box and reincarnated as
The Gallery on the Green, poses an elegant, yet whimsical
response to this question.

Touching rainforest by Tim Mosely

The Webb Centre Gallery is located on the ground floor
(level 2) of the Webb Centre building (SO2) at the QCA
South Bank campus. Normal opening hours: 10am - 4pm
Tuesday - Saturday. Please check the opening hours prior
to your visit, as exhibition times and dates vary.
http://www.griffith.edu.au/visual-creative-arts/queenslandcollege-art/qca-galleries/webb-centre-gallery
http://artistsbooksbrisbaneevent.blogspot.co.uk
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A written collage of notable literary telephone dialogues,
Bell and Hamill’s transparent book-like structure plays with
the notion of a line of communication that is sometimes
clear and other times obscure. Funded by the Teeside
University Research Fund.
The Gallery on the Green
3 Green Head Lane, Settle, North Yorkshire, BD24 9RB, UK.
For further information please contact Ellen Bell at:
ellenbell.bell07@gmail.com
MA Book Arts exhibition
Camberwell College of Arts, London, UK
16th - 22nd July 2015
MA Book Arts at Camberwell has its degree show opening
with a private view on the 16th July, and running until
22nd July 2015.

Fourteen students are graduating this year with a range of
work from small printed structures to live performance.
A limited edition, hand-made catalogue will be available for
£10 and can be pre-ordered from k.kelsey1@arts.ac.uk for
collection at the private view on the 16th July.

BLESS N°53 Contenttenders
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
Until 1st August 2015
Hosting works by: Hannah Collins Braco Dimitrijevic
Liam Gillick On Kawara Christian Marclay
Annette Messager Antoni Muntadas Leigh Ledare Jim Shaw
Made to measure by the creator BLESS for the publisher
mfc-michèle didier.
Halfway between fashion, design, architecture and art,
BLESS is a collaborative evolving project founded in 1997
by the stylists and designers Desiree Heiss and Ines Kaag,
who define, in their frame of work a new, personalized
profession, of the spontaneous creator, always reacting to
his personal life. Generating singular products of fashion,
design or art - from a fur wig to a disposable T-shirt,
- BLESS plays with the fashion world’s mechanisms of
seduction, while developing formal, aesthetic, economical,
and press strategies, which radically put this world into
question.
BLESS is a conceptual brand, thinking of new solutions
for the everyday life. Here, for mfc-michèle didier, the duo
thinks of the daily use of the artist’s book and the multiple,
by creating quite surprising objects, the new BLESS N°53
Contenttenders. Playing with the double meaning of “tender
content”, - in the sense of a “fragile content”, but also based
on the sense of the verb “to tender, to offer”, they have
imagined a sort of welcoming place, offered to a selection
of artworks from mfc-michèle didier catalogue. What’s
softer than a pillow, in order to protect the publisher’s
productions? BLESS proposes pillows that are not supposed
to lie under one’s head, but under an artwork which is
therefore included in the intimate sphere.
The same way BLESS re-thinks all its objects, the pillow
doesn’t remain this familiar tool, consisting of a form and a
matter that everyone knows. BLESS accessorises it, redirects
its use, transforms it, so that it can host the book or the
multiple the best possible way. BLESS takes over Mes dessins
secrets by Annette Messager and Underground (Fragments of
Future Histories) by Liam Gillick (image below), in order to
place them into secret holes: the pillow becomes hollow, or
gets pockets where the work can settle in.

Camberwell College of Arts, 45 – 65 Peckham Road,
London SE5 8UF, UK. Check the website for opening times
and details: www.arts.ac.uk/camberwell/events

BLESS N°53 Contenttenders hosts Liam Gillick
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A black pillow, marked with a blood red line will receive
the dreams of the Dream Object Book by Jim Shaw. BLESS
thinks of a pillow-blanket to envelop Braco Dimitrijevic’s
box, but here it’s not a question of softness and smoothness,
as the blanket is really sculpted in wood. Parc Event / P.P.
Rubens – Gerda Bollen is here securely hidden. The pillow
becomes also a bed tray, where you can discover Muntadas’
triptych Close Up. Or it becomes a bank revealing this time
Hannah Collins’ work, Hair Shawl. Or it can even be a
couple of sound pillows, male and female, in order to listen
to the formulation of time in On Kawara’s One Million
Years, or a page marker for Double Bind by Leigh Ledare.

deaths of whales throughout the west coast of Scotland.
In a barn on the island lie two cetacean skeletons –
mother and daughter.

For the exhibition, N°45 Soundperfume Melodized Pillow
Hammock, a giant hammock, will also be installed in the
gallery. As it name suggests, it contains melodized pillows,
and will serve as a comfortable seat for the sound pillows
of the work Ephemera by Christian Marclay, to listen to the
concert given by Irene Schweizer. This concert, held on June
12, 2009 by mfc-michèle didier at the Bahnhof für Neue
Musik in Basel was the very first interpretation of the music
score of Ephemera by Christian Marclay BLESS fits every
style! BLESS imagines an ideal and unique solution for
each and every artwork.

Inter-State by Sarah Baugh, Taryn Cowart and Nicole
Lavelle, The Good Press 2015 Remote Residency
Good Press, Glasgow, UK
Until Friday 10th July 2015
Inter-State is a collaborative, process-based experiment
in fragmented storytelling. Together Nicole, Sarah and
Taryn will work remotely, exchanging materials via the
United States Postal Service. They’ll build a conversationinstallation about summer, nature, feminism, friendship,
remote collaboration, file sharing, self-orientation, utopian
dreams, future plans, and pure feelings.

For Leviathan, Faithfull spent time on the Isle, investigating
and documenting both the whalebones and the family relics,
eventually succumbing to the wonder of the island, engulfed
by its anthropomorphic or zoomorphic forms.
Summerhall, 1 Summerhall, Edinburgh, EH9 1PL, UK
http://www.summerhall.co.uk/2015/leviathan/

mfc-michèle didier
66 rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth, 75003 Paris, France
Tel: + 33 (0)1 71 97 49 13. www.micheledidier.com
Open Tuesday - Saturday, 12 to 7pm
Subway: Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et Métiers and
République
David Faithfull – Leviathan
Summerhall, Edinburgh, UK
Until 15th July 2015
Off the western shores of Mull, surrounded by the relentless
onslaught of the Atlantic Sea, lies the remote isle of Inch
Kenneth. Famous for its role in Boswell and Johnson’s
Hebridean Tour travel journal, the island’s more recent
infamy is its connection with the Mitford Sisters. As Unity
scratched swastikas on the windowpanes, sister Jessica
reciprocated with incised hammer and sickle motifs.

Later Unity’s unsavoury links with Hitler were countered
by Jessica’s intentions of turning Inch Kenneth into a Soviet
Submarine base. Today contemporary conspiracy theorists
blame underwater military testing for the strandings and
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Sarah Baugh is an Idaho-born graphic designer whose
mobile practice stretches from Richmond, Virginia to
Green River, Utah to Portland, Oregon, and as well as
other locations globally. Taryn Cowart is graphic designer,
dedicated feminist and INTJ. She lives in Portland, Oregon,
USA. Nicole Lavelle lives in Oakland, California. She works
with people, place, language, and landscape.
Taryn, Sarah, and Nicole work together on design and art
projects in locations across the United States, travelling
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together and collaborating remotely from their homes.
sarahbaugh.com taryncowart.com mnicolelavelle.com
Good Press, 5 St. Margaret’s Place, Glasgow, G1 5JY, UK.
http://goodpressgallery.co.uk
Friederun Friederichs - Ewig in Fluss und Zeit:
Faszination Fundglas. Objects Künstlerbücher Painting /
Collage
Galerie am Rathaus, Eschborn, Germany
Until 10th September 2015
A solo show of artists’ books, paintings and objects by
Friederun Friederichs.
Galerie am Rathaus, Unterortstraße 27 (Neue Mitte), 65760
Eschborn, Germany. www.eschborn.de
kultur@eschborn.de
Open Tuesdays and Thursdays 3pm-6pm
I call them simply books
An exhibition curated by Guy Schraenen
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid
Until September 2015
Christian Boltanski, Jean-François Bory, Marcel
Broodthaers, Daniel Buren, James Lee Byars, José Luis
Castillejo, Mirtha Dermisache, Peter Downsbrough, Leo
Erb, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Yves Klein, Sol LeWitt, Richard
Long, Stéphane Mallarmé, François Morellet, Bruno
Munari, Dieter Roth, Michael Snow, Klaus Staeck,
Bernard Villers.
The exhibition I call them simply books, devoted to the
‘book as book’, can be seen as part two of the previous one
It is not new, it is a book, that it was a purely conceptual
approach to the book. The title is a quotation by Peter
Downsbrough, an American artist who has published
numerous ‘books’ since 1972.
Artists’ books are a revolutionary way of dealing with
the space of the book, it is not considered any more as a
mere container of information, but as a creative space.
These books are generally of average format, of traditional
appearance and the materials and printing techniques
are unexceptional; but while the conventional books and
their content can be diffused by other media, the artists’
books of this exhibition can only exist as books. They are,
even published in several hundreds of copies, original art
works. The various drawings, photographs, etc., used to
be reproduced in these works should not be considered as
originals, but the books themselves, the book as a work of
art. Thus we call them “books” in the same way we call a
painting “painting”.
The key work of this exhibition, curated by Guy Schraenen,
is Stéphane Mallarmé’s Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira
le hasard (1897). Mallarmé liberated the text from the
traditional page layout for the first time in history. Sixty
years later, artists were taking over the space of the book
in a wide variety of ways to avenge themselves from the
dictate of the word and its power-system. Through the
multiplicity of focuses, theses artists’ books oblige the
reader-viewer to call into question his own approach to the

book. The concept takes priority over the matter. As the
content unfolds, the reader-viewer can follow the logic of
the artwork step by step.
Appearing in the ideological context of the 1960s, these
artists’ books were the democratic artistic product par
excellence. Thanks to the simple form and modest price of
these publications, artists aimed to give the widest audience
possible the opportunity to encounter and become familiar
with contemporary art. The artists’ books conquer their
place in museums as ‘books’, and in libraries as ‘works of art’.
Nouvel Building, Library and Documentation Center.
Space D, Floor 0, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofia, Madrid, Spain. http://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/
exhibitions/i-call-them-simply-books
Stephen Clarke - End of the Season
Grosvenor Museum, Chester, UK
25th July – 18th October 2015
Since the early 1980s the artist Stephen Clarke has
photographed the seaside town of Rhyl in an attempt to
reclaim imagery from his childhood holidays. Pictures of
the fairground, seafront, and caravan park chronicle the
resort’s inevitable ebb and flow of development and decline.
Drawing on his collection of print ephemera, Stephen’s
photographs and photomontages reflect upon the idealised
scenes in postcards and family snapshots and contrast these
with the prosaic reality.
Grosvenor Museum, 27 Grosvenor Street, Chester, Cheshire
CH1 2DD, UK. Tel: 01244 972120.
http://events.westcheshiremuseums.co.uk/event/stephenclarke-end-of-the-season/
Leah Oates - Transitory Space - Prospect Park, Brooklyn
and Beyond
Brooklyn Central Library, NY, USA
Until 25th September 2015

Leah Oates, Transitory Space, Brooklyn, New York, 2015

Artists’ Books and Photography by Leah Oates, curated by
Barbara Wing.
Balcony Cases, 2nd Floor, Brooklyn Central Library, 10
Grand Army Plaza, Brooklyn, NY, USA.
www.bklynlibrary.org
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Puget Sound Book Artists 5th Annual Members’ Exhibition
Collins Memorial Library
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, USA
Until Thursday 30th July 2015  
This exhibition features 44 handmade books by 28 artists
Artists’ books can be designed using traditional techniques
such as printmaking, photography, drawing and painting
and with a variety of mediums including fibers, wood, stone,
digital media, and calligraphy. Artists’ books challenge the
viewer to confront the notion of what a book should be.
They can narrate a specific story or, without words, reveal
their own tale.
The Puget Sound Book Artists’ 5th Annual Members’
Exhibition features 44 handmade books by 28 artists from
the Puget Sound area and beyond. The Artist’s Vision:
From Idea to Completion July 16th 5:30 – 7:30 pm,
Collins Library, Room 020 A, University of Puget Sound panel discussion open to the public, with a moderator and a
select group of PSBA artists.
Puget Sound Book Artists is a non-profit organisation
comprised of professionals and amateurs from all quarters
of book, paper, and printing arts, including bookbinders,
paper makers, printers, book artists, as well as archivists
and conservators, for the purpose of creating a spirit of
community among book artists and those who love books.
We strive to increase educational opportunities for private
individuals as well as institutions and other organisations,
fostering excellence through exhibitions, workshops,
lectures and publications dealing with various aspects of
the art of the book throughout the year. Mark Hoppmann,
PSBA president said, “The Fifth Puget Sound Book Artists
Annual Exhibition exemplifies how much the organisation
has grown, both in terms of artistic commitment and in
the scope of the work created by the artists as we continue
our mission to further the knowledge, practice and
understanding of the art of the book.”

Gabby Cooksey, Monsters and Beasts

Some of the artists included in this year’s exhibition offer
new perspectives on the art of the book. Gabby Cooksey,
whose delicate illustrations of monsters and beasts are
cased in a traditional leather binding and Suze Woolf, who
has sandwiched laser-cut pages between slices of rock to
evoke canyons of the southwest. Judy Lynn places paper
madeleines made from pages of a novel by Proust into a
box made from its cover and Taylor Cox layers letterpress
printing and embroidery atop photolithography, merging
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Above: Judy Lynn, Madeleines
Below: Suze Woolf, Rockbound Book-Canyon Found

her grandmother’s journal with scientific data regarding
memory loss. Each artist in this exhibition invites the viewer
to explore possibilities and come to a new understanding of
the book as art.
Jane Carlin, PSBA vice-president and director of Collins
Library said, “To host the 5th exhibit of the PSBA is an
honor. This organisation started as a grass roots one to
support book artists in Tacoma and the South Sound. Not
only has the organisation won the AMOCAT Award, but
many members have been selected to exhibit in juried shows
and have had their work published.” Carlin goes on to say,
“One of the goals of PSBA is to educate. The exhibit offers
an opportunity for members to learn first-hand about the
process of curating a show. In addition, the organisation
sponsors a photo shoot for member’s and advice on
preparing an artists’ statement.”
An Gates, Head Curator for this year’s exhibition said,
“It has been exciting to work with the artists in this year’s
exhibition and to see their work as it was submitted.
Each year’s exhibition has shown growth in technique
and ideation among our members and 2015 continues
this tradition.” The 2015 curatorial team An Gates, Lynne
Knopp, Jan Ward and Kim Izenman would also like to thank
all of the artists who chose to participate in this exhibition,
along with The University of Puget Sound Collins Memorial
Library… particularly Library Director Jane Carlin, graphic
designer Jeanne Young, Library Administrative Coordinator
Jamie Spaine and photographer Ross Mulhausen for their
continued support and generous hospitality.
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We invite the public to enjoy our 5th anniversary exhibition
and this year’s open public conversations about book arts.
Catalogues of the exhibition may be purchased at
http://www.blurb.com/books/6170227-puget-sound-bookartists
More information and directions to the exhibition :
http://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/academicresources/collins-memorial-library/about-collins/visitorinformation/

Mexican Artists’ Publishing is indicative of the many beliefs
that are often associated with the country: it is diverse,
chaotic, and profuse; a complex topic to be explored. To
ignore these assumptions could be unproductive as the
publishing scene is reflective of many positive aspects
of the Mexican artworld – bustling and energetic, often
collaborative in nature, and incredibly dynamic – with longstanding and systematic flaws – mostly that emerge from an
unstable institutionality that causes a precarity to any longterm Artists’ Publishing endeavours.

http://blogs.pugetsound.edu/pugetsoundbookartists/
Reloaded – Konkrete Tendenzen heute
Zentrum für Künstlerpublikationen Weserburg
Bremen, Germany
Until 30th August 2015
Reloaded – Konkrete Tendenzen heute (Reloaded – Concrete
tendencies today) presents contemporary works which
demonstrate that Concrete Poetry and its connected
positions are experiencing a surprising revival. In the
last few years, re-editions of previously out-of-print
or unobtainable works have been published, as well as
numerous editions and monographs of the veterans of
the movement. At the same time, many contemporary
authors and artists have been marked by Concrete Poetry
and continue to develop it, influenced by contemporary
media and by recent artistic tendencies.
With works by Erica Baum, Natalie Czech, Cia Rinne and
others. In cooperation with the Free University Berlin and
the international festival Poetry on the Road.
Zentrum für Künstlerpublikationen Weserburg
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
www.weserburg.de
studienzentrum@weserburg.de
Then There Were Six
Hugo Du Rietz Gallery
Gympie Regional Gallery, Queensland, Australia
Until 11th July 2015
Six Italian artists present a selection of black and white
photos, book objects and other works. Participating Artists:
Franco Ciot, Marco Miot, Stefano Padovan, Enzo Costa,
Loretta Cappanera and Maurizio Frullani.
Gympie Regional Gallery, 39 Nash Street, Gympie
QLD 4570, Australia. gallery@gympie.qld.gov.au
Tuesday - Saturday 10am - 4pm.
www.gympie.qld.gov.au/gallery
To unmap the terrain:
A presentation of Artists’ Publishing in Mexico
Banner Repeater, reading room, London, UK
Until 31st July 2015
To unmap the terrain: A presentation of Artists’ Publishing in
Mexico, was developed by Fabiola Iza and initiated by Isaac
Olvera and Ami Clarke on a recent residency at Del Chopo
Museum, Mexico City.
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The production of artists’ publications in Mexico is complex,
spanning many different formats (from the traditional idea
of an artist book to fanzines, self-published catalogues,
experimental writing, attempts to create platforms for
art criticism, etc., as well as hybrids resulting from the
combination of these formats) and little effort has been
made to map out or study it in its entirety. The public
diffusion achieved by these cultural productions is limited
in most cases, as they are usually the result of self-organised
initiatives with small and overworked staff who do not
have the means to distribute or to publicise their work on
a larger scale.
Banner Repeater
Platform 1, Hackney Downs Network Rail, Dalston Lane,
London E8 1LA. www.bannerrepeater.org
Opening hours: 8am - 11am Tues – Thurs; 8am - 6pm Fri;
12 - 6pm Sat; 12 - 6pm Sun (during exhibitions).
Yesterday - the Sixties in books and writing
Klingspor Museum, Offenbach am Main, Germany
Until 23rd August 2015
The 1960s were a time of development and change.
The Klingspor Museum illuminates this rebellious, exciting
decade that strongly influenced the break-up of the old
structures of the late 20th century. In art, new directions
such as conceptual art, Fluxus and pop art, worked towards
a democratisation of art. Artistic and social discourse is
reflected in the Arts: typographic experimentation, vibrant
colours and serial design principles were all characteristic of
the time. The exhibition includes books by Thomas Bayrle

and Bernard Hunter, Max Ernst, Roy Lichtenstein, Adrian
Frutiger and Robert Indiana, works of concrete poetry
by Eugen Gomringer and Gerhard Ruhm and posters by
Günther Kieser and Hans Hillmann.
Open: Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 10-5; Wednesday2-7;
Saturday, Sunday and public holidays 11-4. Admission:
Adults 2,50 €, senior 2 €, students 1,50 €, children (6 to 14
years) 1 €, families 5 €. Guided Tours: Admission + 1,50 €.
Wednesdays Admission free.
Herrnstraße 80 (Südflügel des Büsing Palais)
63065 Offenbach am Main, Germany
www.klingspor-museum.de
Al Mutanabbi Street Starts Here
Hampshire College Library, Amherst, MA, USA
Until 30th September 2015  
An exhibition of over 100 prints, broadsides and artists’
books created in response to the 2007 bombing and
destruction of Baghdad’s historic booksellers street.
Al Mutanabbi Street Starts Here, “is a tribute to a street
that grows into a large and archetypal symbol and spatial
metaphor for books. Situated in Baghdad, the city of the
Arabian Nights, and in the oldest civilization that brought
humanity to learning through writing, al-Mutanabbi Street
is a call for all to regain Baghdad’s cultural luster instead of
letting it fade in violence, greed, exploitation and corruption
in a wicked trajectory of dictatorship, invasion, occupation,
and comic but dangerous puppets. (Muhsin al-Musawi’s
preface to Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here: Poets and Writers
Respond to the March 5th, 2007, Bombing of Baghdad’s
“Street of the Booksellers” edited by Beau Beausoleil and
Deema Shehabi, 2012)
The exhibition will conclude on September 28th at
4.30pm with a faculty panel addressing some of the
questions raised by the artworks, and putting those
questions into political, religious, social and artistic context.
All events are free and open to the public. The library gallery
is open Monday – Friday, 10.30am -4.30pm and is located
on the lower level of the Hampshire College Library.
For further information, please contact:
bvigeland@hampshire.edu

between the waves. Sometimes I watch them float past
people on boats who just don’t see them. So far I have not
witnessed anyone finding one.
The ‘Project Message in a Bottle’ officially started in April
2013 with a first batch of 8 bottles released into the river
Rhine in Bonn, Germany. Since then I have made more than
70 and set free 54 messages into rivers in Germany, England,
Scotland, and the USA, into the North and the Baltic Sea,
and hidden some in libraries.

Dispatch from Trent bridge

From the start I thought of them as part of my work as
a book artist, pushing the definition of what a book can
be a little bit further. Most of the books (i.e. bottles with
messages inside) have a “cover” – a piece of flat art that is
rolled up against the inner wall of the bottle, hiding the
other contents from view.

Hampshire College Library, Hampshire College Gallery /
Lower level, 893 West Street Amherst, MA 01002, USA.
www.hampshire.edu/library/harold-f-johnson-library

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Project Message in a Bottle
Hilke Kurzke
A last photo, a short farewell, and then - splash! - in it goes.
A little boy points, someone asks me what I am doing, and
we talk a little. A last photo, a farewell, and - splash! in goes
the next one. I watch it as long as I can - which is sometimes
a surprisingly short while, the little bottles vanish quickly
Page 12		

Like a book, the bottle reveals its contents after opening, it
requires reader interaction. Inside is more written material:
There is always a letter, explaining the project and giving
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my contact details. And each bottle has a small gift inside.
Sometimes that gift is text-based: a poem or short story,
sometimes it is an object like a mini book, shells or stones,
or the stamp that I cut to create the cover, and sometimes
it is the experience the finder will have when following the
instructions / exercise contained.

A puzzling find was that of bottle No. 43 washed up on
the Yorkshire coast. The find was not spectacular as such,
but the bottle was one that I hid in a library here in Notts.
I still don’t know how it could have ended up where it was
found. I am collecting and publishing all these stories and
news about the project on the dedicated blog: flaschentiger.
wordpress.com
A mix of feelings accompany each dispatch: excitement,
the joyous thought of someone else’s excitement of finding
and opening it, mixed with sadness about letting it go, not
knowing whether it will break or be found, or maybe not
end up in loving hands.
I am currently preparing bottles for several larger dispatches
along English beaches during the summer months. Actual
dates and times will given at short notice, since they will
depend on the weather. I am more than happy to have
some spectators and visitors. If you would like to come
along, do visit the blog regularly to check dates or sign
up to my mailing list to be alerted by email via:
flaschentiger@buechertiger.de
I’ll have spare bottles and materials with me for people to
add their own messages and bottles to throw in if desired,
and of course you are very welcome to bring your prepared
bottle from home or just watch. Let’s meet up and talk
books, book art, messages in bottles, the art of parting with
things - or just the weather.

Above: Bottle with mini book.
Below: Bottle with short story.

For those who cannot attend in person, please do visit the
dedicated blog, where you can see photographs and reports
on the dispatches and the making of bottles, and of course
read all of the finders’ stories: flaschentiger.wordpress.com
COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
The Society of Bookbinders
Education & Training Conference
20th - 23rd August 2015
Keele University, Staffordshire UK
Speakers include:

On a broader level, the project message in a bottle is one
large performance piece in which the waves, the wind and
tides, the finder and I all participate, and the book / bottle
involved is a relic of that performance that remains.
This project is about connection and communication,
about the art of parting with creations, about patience, luck,
and giving up control.
There have been some beautiful finders’ stories: One
bottle which contained a spooky short story was found
by a teenage girl on a hiking trip and opened at night by
the fireside. I like to think that my message contributed
to a lasting memory, and added the extra bit that made a
camping trip by the sea a perfect adventure.

Friday
Michael Burke, Martin Frost, Chris Hicks, Marianne
Petersen, Chris Rowlatt. George Boudalis, Sam Ellenport,
Lizzie Neville, Dominic Riley. Graham Moss
Saturday
Sam Ellenport (2), Sarah Jarrett Kerr, Trevor Lloyd, Barbara
Schmelzer. Guy Begbie, George Boudalis, Marysa de Veer,
Martin Frost, Marianne Petersen.
Lectures and demonstrations on gold tooling; book arts;
paper marbling; techniques; boxes and much more.
Exhibition of bookbinding competition entries, suppliers
fair. Programme information and travel details at:
http://www.societyofbookbinders.com/events/conference/
index.html
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The London Centre for Book Arts: The Studio Pass
Come and work on your independent projects at the
LCBA studio! If you have taken workshops at LCBA or have
experience in bookbinding or letterpress printing, the LCBA
Studio Pass is a flexible way for you to access space and
equipment at the LCBA bindery and print studio.
Bindery Pass: £75 | Print Studio Pass: £100
A pass is good for five studio visits, and is valid for six
months after purchase. For questions and to see if the pass
is right for you please email us at hello@londonbookarts.org
or visit us at the LCBA studio during open hours.

Grafisch Werkcentrum Amsterdam
Molukkenstraat 200 P1
1098 TW Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.grafischwerkcentrumamsterdam.nl
The Centre for Fine Print Research Book Arts Summer Institute 2015 at UWE Bristol, UK
20th Anniversary Celebrations!

The Centre for Fine Print Research Book Arts Summer
Institute 2015 is running now until early August at UWE
Bristol’s Bower Ashton Campus. We have a couple of spaces
left on the courses below, all others are fully booked:

Bindery Pass holders have access to all bookbinding
equipment and tools and reprographic and print finishing
facilities.

Guy Begbie Advanced Bookbinding
27th-31st July 2015
An intensive five-day advanced course of bookbinding
structures. The course is designed to be appropriate for
people with some previous experience in bookbinding.
This course runs from Monday 27th to Friday 31st July 2015
9.30am to 4.30pm each day. The price includes materials
and catering.

Print Studio Pass holders have access to all letterpress
printing facilities, bookbinding equipment and tools and
reprographic and print finishing facilities.
You can find a detailed list of our equipment and tools at
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com/facilities
Before your first visit, all pass holders must schedule a
health and safety induction, and Print Studio Pass holders
must demonstrate proficiency on the presses. More info at
http://londonbookarts.bigcartel.com/product/studio-pass
Amsterdam Summer School -Letterpress 2015:
woodtype, lead and polymer
21st – 24th July 2015. Four
days of intensive letterpress in
a super inspiring workspace
in the East of Amsterdam.
Extra: a typographic walk
through town on 25th July.
Lunch is included, there is free
parking space and we have
some nice not-too-expensive
hostels in the area.
Cost: €350. Feel free to ask
for more information at:
contact@grafischwerkcentrumamsterdam.nl
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Guy Begbie, is an established book artist and designer.
He has been teaching in UK universities since 1995.
As a multi-disciplinary artist he makes works that extend
parameters regarding concept and production approaches
to the book form. He has run book arts courses nationally
and internationally.
Find out more about Guy at http://www.guybegbie.com
“Excellent course, Guy’s depth of knowledge is matched by
his relaxed delivery and patient support. With the breadth
of techniques and depth of hands-on experience and
support, I feel able to carry on and experiment.”
£450, £360 concessions. Price includes materials and
catering. Book online at: http://bit.ly/1pipkkz
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Stephen Fowler - Primitive Printmaking II
A print/artist’s book based field trip around the city of
Bristol, from 20th – 24th July 2015.
This experiential field-trip course, takes Bristol as its starting
point to explore a variety of ‘primitive print’ approaches,
including; adapted roller printing (using carved scaffolding
foam and pipe lagging), carved rubber stamp, root vegetable
printmaking (such as yams & potatoes), clay block printing
(utilising reliefs created by clay impressions of objects and
surfaces), plaster printing (from hand engraved blocks
of plaster) and creative surface rubbings from collage
constructions.

This course runs from Monday 20th to Friday 24th July
2015 9.30am to 4.30pm each day. The price includes
materials and catering.
The more portable printing techniques will from part of a
2-day field trip to record and collect raw material from the
city’s parks, river, streets, market, galleries and museums.
You will be encouraged to draw areas of interest and collect
artefacts & souvenirs to inspire the remaining 3 days of
primitive printmaking.
The course tutor, Stephen Fowler, is a Folk Artist of
extraordinary complexity, who over the past 5 years has
created a vast body of work illustrating a deep emotional
journey of personal identity. His multifarious practice
embraces many traditional crafts, forgotten techniques
and skills that belong to bygone age, drawing freely from
the worlds of Dada, Surrealism, Constructivism, Abstract
Expressionism, Outsider Art and Steam Punk to create
his own diverse aesthetic. From naïve paintings of remote
architecture, places of worship and hospitals, to moving
portraits of troubled individuals, plant life and shell fish,
Fowler presents us with a plethora of assorted drawings,
paintings, prints, posters, intricate handmade bookworks,
leaflets, flyers, badges, sculptures, found objects and
ephemera which reflect his various obsessions for graphics,
poetry, old records, photographs, film.
“Walking around the city was a great way to be inspired to
create work, I loved Bristol!”
£450, £360 concessions. Price includes materials and
catering. Book online at: http://bit.ly/1pipkkz
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Jeff Rathermel of MCBA leads a new class
Japanese Book, Print and Paper Arts
10th-14th August 2015
Japanese papermaking including the cooking, beating
and formation of traditional Kozo papers; Woodblock
patternmaking and printing; Paper decoration: Suminagashi
(paper marbling), Orizome (folded dying), and Sumi ink
wax resist methods; Traditional binding structures: various
stab structures (Toji, hemp leaf and tortoise shell) as well the
Detchoso (butterfly book) structure. A variety of cover types
will be explored: soft, reinforced paper as well as hardback.

The course tutor, Jeff Rathermel, is the Executive Director
at Minnesota Center for Books Arts and a Visiting Assistant
Professor at Carleton College. Trained professionally
as a printmaker, hand papermaker and book artist, he
has exhibited his work internationally and has curated
numerous book art exhibitions both locally and nationally.
His prints and artists’ books incorporate a variety of print
techniques, often including sculptural handmade paper
elements.
£400, £320 concessions. Price includes materials and
catering. Book online at: http://bit.ly/1pipkkz
We really hope you can join us! For more information or
to go on the list for any class, email Sarah at
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
The Centre for Fine Print Research (CFPR) offers a series
of dynamic continuing professional development (CPD)
courses aimed at, amongst others, artists, designers,
craftspeople, communicators, teachers and managers.
Build your skills with professionals, have a creative holiday,
and make some new friends in lovely surroundings.
More information and booking links at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm
Perfect Bindings workshops with Megan Stallworthy
Perfect Bindings workshops in traditional and
contemporary book forms take place at art centres and
book festivals, schools and colleges in Devon, Cornwall
and Somerset. Workshops can also be arranged for groups
privately, please contact me for details.
On a typical one-day workshop you will make two different
kinds of books, and learn lots of bookbinding skills and

techniques along the way. Places are usually limited to 10,
and all the materials and equipment are provided. Contact
me if you would like to join my email mailing list and
receive news of future workshops, or you can follow me on
Facebook and Twitter to see all the latest workshop news
and photos. www.perfectbindings.co.uk
Hot Bed Press has a lovely range of book arts goodies
amongst its courses this summer, all designed to fan that
creative spark and encourage it to grow into something
bigger and brighter.

Type but not as you know it. Spend a weekend learning to
print with our large wooden type. You will be shown how
to set type and create something dynamic, and encouraged
to experiment with text as image, inking up surfaces to
create texture, pattern and ghost prints. Although aimed at
poster makers, this is a skill that will translate seamlessly to
dramatic book creation.
The Great Zine Print Machine
Tutor: Sue Shaw
Sunday 26th July, 11am-5pm
£65 (*£55)

Adanarama
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
Saturday 4th & Sunday 5th July, 11am-5pm
£130 (*£110)
Come and learn letterpress on our lovely Adana presses
the original desk top publishing way. Ideal for complete
beginners, you will be shown how to set metal type using a
composing stick, chase and forme. This weekend will give
you the skills you need to be able to continue setting type to
print cards, prose or small books.
Wooden Type
Tutor: David Armes
Saturday 18th & Sunday 19th July, 11am-5pm
£130 (*£110)
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Back again, due to popular demand, the sheer enjoyment
of crafting zines on our riso machines. You will be expertly
guided through printing limited run production, playing
about with layering colours and getting that enticing just-off
registered look. Get self-publishing and become part of the
zine zeitgeist. Printing at the press of the button has never
been so much fun.
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The Sewn Book
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
Saturday 1st & Sunday 2nd August, 11am-5pm
£130 (*£110)

Spend a weekend exploring artists’ books, looking at a range
of different structures and the relationship between form
and content. Through simple sewing techniques, including
pamphlet stitch, Coptic stitch and the beautiful, decorative
long stitch, a fine collection of soft and hard backed books
will be created, to hold text and image. This course is ideal
for those new to book arts and for artists wanting to add a
new dimension to their work.
Japanese Bookbinding & Box Making
Tutor: Lucy May Schofield
Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th August, 11am-5pm
£130 (*£110)

Experience a unique weekend workshop in Japanese
bookbinding and box making. Learn the skills to make
4 different Fukuro Toji binding styles (four hole, hobble,
tortoise shell and hemp leaf), housed with a Hako Chitsu
fold-down box. Using authentic Japanese printed papers,
washi, and vintage kimono fabrics sourced from Japan, this

course will give you the opportunity to create a selection
of the strongest, most elegant and practical bindings for
printmakers and artists working with the book form.
Printed Fabric Book Covers
Tutors: Kiran Williams & Mandy Tolley
Saturday 22nd & Sunday 23rd August, 11am-5pm
£130 (*£110)

Would you like to complete your books with your own
screenprinted fabric book covers? Come on our course,
where we’ll teach you how to create and design a small
repeatable pattern, and expose the design on to a screen to
print on to lengths of fabric. There will be the opportunity to
use and print text to further personalise your unique book.
A superb course for anyone wishing to get to grips with the
repet pattern process and printing on fabric. Notebooks will
be provided on the course for you to cover and take home.
(* signifies reduced rate for members and those on benefits)
Talk/demonstration:
Japanese Paper Making and Printmaking
Lucy May Schofield
Wednesday 9th September, 7-8.30pm
Tickets £10 on the door, £5 purchased in advance
Returning to the UK for the summer, after two years spent
in Japan, Lucy May Schofiled will give a talk about her
recent residency at ‘MI-LAB’ (Mokuhanga Innovation
Laboratory) and papermaking workshop at Awagami
Factory. Drawing on the important cultural relationship
between paper making and printmaking, she will introduce
and show samples of both washi (handmade paper) and
mokuhanga (Japanese woodblock prints). Lucy will share
her knowledge, ideas and inspirations from Japan, with
a focus on how to adapt these traditional materials and
techniques into a contemporary art practice.
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by hand, using scratch-off film, and paper stencils. Two
methods of bookbinding from single sheets will also be
covered. Students will leave with a small series of prints that
combine image and text and will have the option to hand
bind those prints into an artist’s book.
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/art-classesworkshops/summer-art-institute/imagetextprintbookletterpress-bootcamp-toby-millman/
Decorative Bindings
With Debra Eck, 3rd - 7th August 2015

Plus look out for our range of year long course. We are
pleased to announce that once again we are running The
Complete Printmaker and The Complete Book Artist,
and new for 2016 The Complete Letterpress course. All
year-long courses will start in February 2016 and run for
30 weeks until January 2017. See our website for details, or
contact us directly (see details below).
If you would like more information about, or to book on to,
any of these courses, all of which are held at Hot Bed Press
Printmaking Workshop, Salford, please get in touch with us:
Hot Bed Press, 1st floor Casket Works
Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB, UK
Tel: 0161 743 3111
info@hotbedpress.org
www.hotbedpress.org
Women’s Studio Workshop offers several stellar book arts
workshops during our Summer Art Institute:
Image/Text/Print/Book: Letterpress Bootcamp
With Toby Millman, 27th - 31st July 2015
Students will learn various methods of letterpress printing
on a Vandercook press, and will set type and print text using
WSW’s collection of lead and wood type.

Students will also learn different ways to create polymer
plates, including outputting negatives created digitally or
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Beginning
with simple
adaptations of
more traditional
long and case
stitch forms,
participants
will expand
their repertoire
to also include
complex,
charted,
embroidered
spines featuring
patterns based
in Elizabethan
Blackwork (any
embroidery
using black thread on a white ground). Students will also be
able to explore charting and creating their own designs and
possible applications for such bindings.
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/art-classesworkshops/summer-art-institute/decorative-bindingsdebra-eck/
Full Tilt Bookbinding
With Susan Mills, 10th - 14th August 2015
This class focuses on one book structure at a time,
condensing the lectures and demonstrations to cover
material quickly. The first 3 days will focus on specific
bindings – books with and without sewing, books that
do not look ‘handmade’ and books that do, and books
that problem-solve the use of heavy papers, digital coated
papers, unusual materials, and larger editions.

The last two days allow for individual book projects that
participants bring with them or develop from the week’s
earlier book structures. Beginners are welcome and will
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find expert introductory instruction. Those with more
experience can practice, refine, and expand their book
repertoires.
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/art-classesworkshops/summer-art-institute/full-tilt-bookbindingsusan-mills/
Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, NY, USA.
http://www.wsworkshop.org/program/art-classesworkshops/summer-art-institute/summer-art-institute2015-workshop-calendar/
Art Travel to Istanbul with Hanne Matthiesen
24th September - 1st October 2015
In collaboration with Kreativt Netværk. We will stay in a
super, centrally located hotel next to The Blue Mosque in
the charming Old Town Istanbul Sultanahmet and work
like art-nomads with our log books / visual travel journals
/ artists’ books, drawing, writing, and painting at the most
inspiring parks, palaces, cafes, riverbanks and museums
of the city.

Editor, The Blue Notebook
Brad Freeman
Founder and editor in chief, The Journal of Artists Books
Dr Lyn Ashby
Australian artist and Scholar
Also presenting papers: Sara Bowen, Diedre Brollo, Monica
Carroll, Marian Crawford, Victoria Cooper, Danny DellaBosca, Fiona Dempster, Jenny Fraser, Caren Florence,
Angela Gardner, Bridget Hillebrand, Joel Lardner, Marian
Macken, Patrizia Meinert, Tim Mosely, Mijhail Pogarsky,
Kym Tabulo, Doug Spowart, Gabriella Wilson.
Also featuring - an artist’s book fair - exhibitions - tours.
Registration: A$300
A table at the artists book fair: A$100
http://artistsbooksbrisbaneevent.blogspot.com.au
“This is Book Art” Learn new techniques and develop
new insights into the world of artists’ books at
Minnesota Center for Book Arts!
In celebration of our 30th Anniversary, MCBA hosts a
series of free presentations and reduced price workshops
throughout 2015, offering opportunities for interaction,
discussion and skill-building with leaders in the field.
Workshops require pre-registration; each workshop is
$125 plus a $20 supply fee. Normally $290 or more, these
workshops are discounted thanks to special support from
the Minnesota State Arts Board. All skill levels are welcome,
from beginners to advanced.

This trip is an offer to all you creative people and free spirits
with a drop of adventurous blood running in their veins.
We’ll travel in a small group (maximum 12 people), have
our headquarter in the old, historical, sensuous, exotic part
of the city – with the Hagia Sophia, the Blue Mosque, the
Grand Bazaar, the Spice Bazaar, Topkapi, the Greek district
in Taksim, and Bosphorus just around the corner.
Booking is open, see more here https://ihanne.wordpress.
com/2015/01/17/art-course-in-istanbul/
Artists Books Brisbane Event, 16th - 18th July 2015
Griffith Centre for Creative Arts Research (GCCAR)
Queensland College of Arts, Griffith University,
Brisbane, Australia
ABBE 2015 - a conference on critical thinking about artists
books: post literacy, the haptic, materiality and the nature of
reading artists’ books.
Keynote speakers:
Sarah Bodman
Senior Research Fellow for Artists Books
Centre for Fine Print Research, UK
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Book Art Biennial 2015, The MCBA Prize, and MCBA’s
30th Anniversary Gala. Through workshops, lectures,
panel conversations, exhibitions, and a gala celebration
and awards ceremony, Book Art Biennial invites artists,
educators, curators and scholars to explore current trends
in contemporary artists’ books.
Pre-Biennial Workshops
Thursday and Friday, July 23–24; 10am–5pm
Explore new techniques hands-on with teaching artists Yo
Yamazaki, Joanne Price and Jana Pullman.
Book Arts Art Crawl - Friday, July 24; 6–9pm
Enjoy coordinated receptions across downtown
Minneapolis, including MCBA, Minneapolis College of
Art and Design (MCAD), Form + Content Gallery, and the
Walker Art Center Library.
Book Art Biennial Symposium: The Contained Narrative
Saturday and Sunday, July 25–26; 10am–4pm
Speakers and panellists include Jae Rossman, Assistant
Director for Special Collections, Yale University Library;
Aaron Cohick, proprietor of NewLights Press and master
printer at The Press at Colorado College; Daniel Kelm,
book artist and founder of the Garage Annex School for
Book Arts; and Joanne Price, printmaker, book artist and
president of the Wood Engravers’ Network.

MCBA’s 30th Anniversary Gala and presentation of the
2015 MCBA Prize Saturday, July 25; 7pm
The centerpiece of Book Art Biennial is the awarding of
The MCBA Prize, a unique international award that
showcases and honours the best artists’ books in the world,
hosted by Minnesota Public Radio host and arts maven
Marianne Combs.
www.mnbookarts.org/30/
www.mnbookarts.org/thisisbookart/
#thisisbookart
Workshops with Paul Johnson in the UK:

Market Day pop-up book
Saturday 4 and Sunday 5 July
The Dartington Bindery, Totnes, Devon
We make four connecting pop-up shops - florist, toyshop,
candy store and fashion shop using paper joints. The beauty
of this structure is that all the items in it, from a bouquet of
flowers to a tiny bag hanging from the shopkeeper’s counter,
are hinged together. A great fun-to-make book! For details
contact: Pauljohnson@bookart.co.uk

Enchanted House and Garden
Saturday 11 July 9.30 -4.30
Ardington School of Crafts, Oxfordshire
Make a delightful pop-up house and its twelve walled
gardens each with interconnecting doors and labyrinthine
pathways. Just one quick flick of the wrist and a flat pile of
paper becomes a complex pop-up construction.
Books to hang like pictures
Sunday 12 July 9.30 - 4.30
Ardington School of Crafts, Oxfordshire
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Construct several
different threedimensional books
that hang on the wall
like a picture instead
of sitting on a shelf.
These make excellent
book forms for
displaying images
of your work.
Details for both workshops contact:
Ardington School of Crafts, School Road, Ardington,
Nr Wantage, OX12 8PN, Tel. 01235 833433.
faith@ardingtonschoolofcrafts.com

Pop up toy theatres
Alston Hall, Lancashire
Friday 31 July to Sunday 2 August
Toy theatres fascinated the Victorians and remain an instant
attraction for all paper craft enthusiasts. We make two toy
theatres: a tunnel book, in which scenery ‘layers’ are viewed
through a proscenium arch and a ‘pull the lever’ theatre
which is a hand operated mechanical device that enables the
scenery to be changed by moving levers.
Details from: Anne.Russell@lancashire.gov.uk

Fairy-tale Castle and Pop-up Story
Monday 7 – Thursday 10 September
Dillington House, Somerset
We will make a castle with turrets that swing open to reveal
an inner chamber with a relief scene on one side and a pull
out pop-up book on the other. The narrative, taken from
an Eastern European folk story is portrayed as pictures in a
pop-up accordion book. For details contact:
dillington@somerset.gov.uk
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take home a copy. The workshop will include a visit to
the Museo Aldrovandi in Bologna which holds over 3000
of the printing blocks used to print the original books of
Aldrovandi as well as the surviving specimens from his
collection.
• Cost: Euro 375 (concessions: students and under 26,
Euro 325) More information and booking at:
http://www.opificiodellarosa.org/en/workshop2015-uk.html

Castles, Palaces and Forests –
make a carousel pop-up book
Monday 21- Thursday 24 September
West Dean College, West Sussex
Taking the magical world of traditional stories as our
narrative starting point, we make a four spread pop-up
book. Each page will employ different paper engineering
techniques so you can build up a repertoire of methods
including 90 degree and 180 degree engineering, slides,
levers, lift the flag sections and gate folds.
For details contact: reception@westdean.org.uk
Opificio della Rosa summer workshops in Italy:
The Magic Box: Japanese theatre Ksmishibai
26th July – 6th August 2015
This 12-day workshop is with tutors Umberto Giovannini
and Luca Ronga, who work together for years on
interdisciplinary artistic projects about Puppet Theatre:
Umberto Giovannini specialises in illustration and
printmaking and Luca Ronga, actor and director, specialises
in story telling and puppets.
Kamishibai is a traditional Japanese images’ theatre
originally used by storytellers. It is a wooden case printed
front and back: with image and text on either side. The
audience I sees the illustrations while the storyteller acts
the story. A little theatre in a suitcase that becomes a scenic
place to create a strong involvement between the storyteller
and the audience. Starting from a text, a story or a narrative,
each participant will create their own Kamishibai and
animate it. Each participant will bring their own story
to realise: from fairy tales to thrillers, oral narratives to
daily life stories: feel free, this path has many possibilities.
Cost: Euro 400 (concessions: students and under 26, Euro
350). More information and booking at: http://www.
opificiodellarosa.org/en/workshop2015-uk.html
Linocut Workshop: Book of Monsters
18th - 23rd August 2015
Inspired by Ulisse Aldrovandi’s ‘Monstrorum Historia’
with tutor Nick Morley. In this six day workshop you will
make a small series of prints inspired by Ulisse Aldrovandi’s
masterpiece ‘Monstrorum Historia’, a bestiary of mythical
creatures first published in 1642. Each student will create
two or three finished prints of their own imagined monsters.
At the end of the workshop all the prints will be editioned
and put together into a book, for each of the students to

Shepherds at St Bride Foundation
Shepherds now offer a brand new curriculum with City
& Guilds qualifications in both Beginners’ and Advanced
Hand Bookbinding. This is an exciting new venture,
bringing an important aspect of book-making to work
alongside our print workshop. The combination of printing
and bookbinding will put St Bride Foundation at the centre
of the revival in book crafts and herald a new dawn in art
of fine book production.
For full details, visit our website here:
http://sbf.org.uk/print-workshop
You can also visit Shepherds’ website:
http://store.bookbinding.co.uk/store/category/80/597/
London-Courses/
Bookbinding for Beginners – Autumn 2015
Book Works Studio, Shoreditch, London
21st September 2015 – 25th November 2015
Two nine-week courses in hand bookbinding, on either
Monday evening or Wednesday evening. Students will have
the opportunity to learn basic bookbinding techniques
through a variety of historical and contemporary styles, and
to use conventional and unconventional binding materials.
There will also be a chance to develop a personal project
in the latter stages.
The course will be for a maximum of 8 students and will be
run by Ina Baumeister at Book Works Studio in Shoreditch.
If you would like to book please email jan@bookworks.org.
uk or call 020 7247 2536.
Mondays from 21st September to 23rd November 2015
(Mid-session break on 26th October) or
Wednesdays from 23rd September to 25th November 2015
(Mid-session break on 28th October)
Please see the downloadable PDFs on the website for
timetable and course contents:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1842
Professione Libro: Next season preview
SIMPLE BINDINGS
Milan, 26th September 2015
with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
One weekend working to make different models that can
be used to gather together written papers, calligraphic or
printed. We will work on a small book format and discover
many variations to make one, two, or three sections
bindings. http://www.professionelibro.it
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UPSIDE-DOWN PERSPECTIVE
Original printmaking and bookbinding
#04 From grey to colour: can we trust our sight?
Milan, 10th -11th October 2015
With Daniela Lorenzi, Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Through a collaboration of A14/Daniela Lorenzi and
Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo, the theme of this new series
of workshops proposes bookbinding and original print
making techniques as instruments for graphic design project
planning and production. http://www.professionelibro.it
SPIDER BOOK
Milan, 24th October 2015
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo

OPPORTUNITIES

23 Sandy Gallery - Call for Entries:
BLOOD QUANTUM: Our second juried show of 2015 is
titled Blood Quantum, a concept that refers to the degree of
ancestry for an individual of a specific racial or ethnic group
such as Native Americans. This concept got us thinking
about ancestry, identity, heritage, family history and our
personal cultural narrative. We are seeking book and paper
art exploring these topics, real or fictional. On view in the
gallery November/December 2015.
Deadline for submissions: August 15, 2015.
For more info about Blood Quantum see:
www.23sandy.com/blood-quantum/call-for-entries.html
Designer Bookbinders - The Bookbinding Competition
The Set Book 2015 is Nineteen Eighty-Four by George
Orwell. Introduction by Alan Rusbridger
The Folio edition is 234 x 156 mm, 304 pages, including 10
full-page colour illustrations by Jonathan Burton.

Organised by Associazione Calligrafica Italiana
A model devised by Hedi Kyle, which offers many possible
variations around a supporting structure that almost turns
the book into a sculpture. http://www.professionelibro.it

WAR IS PEACE, FREEDOM IS SLAVERY, IGNORANCE
IS STRENGTH.
George Orwell’s masterpiece, Nineteen Eighty-Four, is
perhaps the most pervasively influential book of the
twentieth century, making famous Big Brother, newspeak,
doublespeak and Room 101. Winston Smith, drudge editor
of historical records for the Ministry of Truth, writes a
diary, and in that act lies his catastrophic rebellion. In many
ways a grown-up Brave New World, Nineteen Eighty-Four
was published in 1949 on the eve of the Cold War, and feels
unbearably prescient in its portrayal of totalitarian systems
of power.

For more information: www.collegebookart.org
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Our annual Bookbinding Competition is sponsored
by Designer Bookbinders and The Folio Society and is
open to anyone resident in the UK with the exception
of Fellows of Designer Bookbinders. The cost of the set
book is £20 (to Members) and £25 for non-members to
include packing, postage and entrance fee. To obtain a copy
of the 2015 set book and entry details to the competition,
send your payment by cheque (made payable to Designer
Bookbinders) to: Lester Bath, 25 Ffordd Ffrydlas, Bethesda,
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Bangor, Gwynedd LL57 3BL. Please email Lester Bath
(lbath@phonecoop.coop) for bank transfer instructions if
you are unable to pay by cheque. Every entrant must bind
the set book but we welcome open-choice books and artists’
books. This year we have a new prize: Shepherd’s Prize for
Book Arts. We expect the closing date for entries will be
during the last half of October 2015.

Applications must be sent by Saturday 1st August 2015.
Counter is brought to you by an independent band of
Plymouth based artists. We are keeners, fans, and D.I.Y.
enthusiasts.

Call for submissions Abecedarian Gallery, international
juried book art exhibition:
Content: Artifact will be held at Abecedarian Gallery,
Denver, Colorado, USA, November 17 - October 31, 2015.
This exhibition will celebrate the artist’s book form as one
that goes beyond acting as a container for information,
i.e. as an object that holds more than text and/or images
arranged in a set sequence of pages.

Do you live in the North West UK? Interested in Book
Arts? Come and talk about setting up a new group to
develop your work, make and learn, get help, and discuss
your books with other artists. An initial meeting to consider
ideas will take place on Tuesday 8th September, from
10.30am to 1.30pm. This will be held in Merseyside, with
the venue to be confirmed. For further information, or to
express an interest, please contact nwbookart@outlook.com

Submission deadline: 23rd July 2015.
Full details can be found at the following link:
http://bit.ly/content-artifact-prospectus

Call for exhibitors at Counter 2015
Art book fair at KARST in Plymouth,
Saturday 24th October 2015, 12-6pm
Following on from the successful and popular inaugural
Counter Artist’s Book Fair held at Plymouth Arts Centre
last October, Counter is back and we are looking for the
artists, institutions and independent press which will make
our 2015 event awesome.

Counter 2015 is supported by Arts Council England,
KARST and G.F Smith. www.counterplymouth.com

REAEDR magazine: Call for submissions
REAEDR is a magazine of one word poetry, fiction, and
nonfiction, produced by the NewLights Press in Colorado
Springs, CO. Each issue is built around a particular theme,
and that theme, as well as the pieces inside, will determine
the form, shape, color, material, processes, etc. of the issue.
2015 will be the “pilot year,” with two issues planned: WAR
in the summer (tentative release of mid-August 2015) and
“FUCK EM IF THEY CANT TAKE A JOKE” in the fall/
winter (tentative release of December 2015). The goal is to
be publishing quarterly or bi-monthly in 2016.
Issue 2: “FUCK EM IF THEY CANT TAKE A JOKE” (Fall/
Winter 2015): Deadline September 1, 2015
How to submit info is at:
http://newlightspress.blogspot.co.uk/2015/05/reaedrmagazine-call-for-submissions.html

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

Image: Dom Moore, 2014

The Second Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair
Friday 3rd and Saturday 4th July 2015
At the Central Library, Liverpool, UK
Following the success of the
inaugural fair in 2014, the
Liverpool Artists’ Book Fair is
back! Taking place on Friday 3rd
(11.00 – 18.00) and Saturday 4th
July (10.00 – 17.00) 2015, this
year’s fair is bigger and better.

It’s call out time and we are particularly interested in
exhibitors making work that is radical, challenging and
critical.
Tables are £25 (6’ table) though requests to share tables are
also welcome. To apply for a table please download the
application form: www.counterplymouth.com/apply.html
In addition to the book fair there will be an exciting
programme of live publishing, talks and performances
plus… we’re having a party the night before!

With free entry to the public,
and prices starting from just
a few pounds, there will be
something for everyone.
The Fair takes place in
Liverpool’s spectacular refurbished Central Library, which
is in the heart of the city centre, between the main city art
gallery and museum, and just a few hundred metres from
the main train station.
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Participating Artists include: Alma Matters, Andre Pace,
Annwyn Dean, Carol Ramsay, Elizabeth Shorrock, Emily
England, Estella Scholes, Gemma Lacey, Juile Dodd, Kim
Bevan, Lina Avramidou, Marches Book Art Group, Michelle
Holland, Mike Ainsworth, Old Bear Press, Pat Hodson,
Shaun Levin, Sheffield Hallam University, Silvia Barlaam,
Two Wood Press, wnhicPRESS, and Wirral Metroplitan
College. F.J. Ratchford’s, suppliers of quality book materials,
will also be participating for the first time.

sound, text and video clips together to produce a custommade book designed by you!

On Saturday 4th July there will also be workshops for
children, performances and readings.
See www.liverpoolbookart.com and associated Facebook
page for more information. Contact: Simon Ryder
Liverpoolbookart@gmail.com
ARTISTS’ BOOK MARKET AT BALTIC
Friday 10 & Saturday 11 July 2015
10.00-17.00 / FREE
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead, UK,
becomes a marketplace of exhibiting and selling book stalls
from artists, bookmakers, small press publishers, artists’
groups, zine artists and bookbinders.

A programme of talks, workshops, performances and
screenings offer exciting opportunities to get involved
and learn more about artists’ books. Also on Level 1,
Re-imagining the Laws of England, a Book Arts celebration
of the 800th anniversary of the signing of the Magna Carta
by the Sidney Nolan Trust by artists from across the UK.
WORKSHOPS:
If you would like to have a go at bookmaking or making
your own digital book why not register for one of these
workshops? No previous experience is needed.
Bookmaking Workshop
Friday 10 July / 11.00-13.00 / Level 1
£27/£22 concessions*
Discover the art of bookmaking in this two-hour workshop
led by an expert book maker.
Book Creator for the iPad
Saturday 11 July 2015 / 11.00-13.00 / Level 1
£27/£22 concessions*
Using iPad and simple book creating apps, bring images,
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Perzine Pride Workshop
Saturday 11 July 2015 / 14.00-16.30 / Level 1
£15/£10 concession*
Create a perzine, a self-published photocopied work
inspired by your experiences, opinions, observations and
passions.
BALTIC Member 10% discount
Book workshops: balticmill.eventbrite.co.uk
Cash sales at BALTIC, Gateshead, Information Desk
*Concession rate available to over 60s, unwaged and
students with valid NUS card
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead Quays,
South Shore Road, Gateshead, NE8 3BA, UK.
To see the full programme visit: balticmill.com/participate

KALEID 2015 London, Saturday 18th July
KALEID editions is delighted to reveal this year’s selection
of the most exciting ‘artists who do books’.
On Saturday 18th July, the private showcase at The Art
Academy in London will host selected artists from England,
Czech Republic, Norway, Germany, Iceland, Spain, Sweden,
Denmark, Belgium and the Netherlands. Selected from twohundred and fifty submissions, the best European-based
artists’ books will be represented to international public
collections over the coming year.
Email to book a timeslot to view this years collection:
victoria@kaleideditions.com
Anna Gille | Barbara Salavdori | Bjarne Bare | Brumaria
| Bruno van den Elshout | Clara Bahlsen | Dita Pepe |
Dolores de Sade | Edward Newton | EJ Major | Geirmundur
Klein | Gemma Anderson | Hilde Aagaard  | Hugo LópezCastrillo del Pozo | Imi Maufe | Johan Rosenmunthe
| Joris Martens | Karin Borghouts | Kasia Klimpel |
Katya Robin | Lina Nordenstrom | Lotte Reimann | Lucas
Blalock  | Marie Thams | Mémé Bartels   | Patrizia Meinert |
Paula Roush | Peter Rapp | Randi Strand | Sharon Kivland
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| Sigrid Calon | Theodore Ereira-Guyer | Victoria Browne |
Victoria Skogsberg | Voyage Collaborative.
KALEID editions, Mermaid Court, 165a Borough High
Street, London. SE1 1HR.
www.kaleideditions.com
The London Art Book Fair 2015
Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK
10th – 13th September 2015
The London Art Book Fair presents the best in international
arts publishing, showcasing artists’ books, catalogues,
zines, rare publications and brand new releases across the
weekend. Returning to the Whitechapel Gallery for its
seventh consecutive year, the UK’s largest annual event of its
kind attracts over 80 publishers and small presses to exhibit
and sell their work over four days.
Free and open to the public, this year the Fair takes over
the entire ground floor of the Gallery, running side-by-side
with a vibrant program of related talks, workshops, and
book signings. In previous years we have welcomed artists
such as AA Bronson, Douglas Coupland, Bridget Riley, Luc
Tuymans, Tracey Emin, Martin Creed, Tacita Dean and
Jake and Dinos Chapman, as well as key figures involved
in contemporary artists’ books such as Kenneth Goldsmith
and Anne Moeglin-Delcroix.

everything in between. Opening on Friday 11 September
from 5 - 9pm, the weekend-long book fair will feature
live music; launches; signings; readings; workshops led by
artists, producers and publishers; and a series of ancillary
performances.
Artspace, 43 - 51 Cowper Wharf Road, Woolloomooloo,
Sydney, NSW 2011, Australia.
http://www.volumeartbookfair.com
INTERNET NEWS
The British artist Lucy May Schofield gave a TED talk at
the ‘TEDxFukuoka Women’ event on Saturday 30th May
in Fukuoka, Japan. Schofield was invited to speak about the
‘Bibliotherapy Artist’s Book Library’ project she founded
in the UK. The talks are available online to view after
the live broadcast, at: http://tedxfukuoka.com/en/event/
txfwomen2015/
Gracia & Louise on making artists’ books

Opening hours:
Thursday 10 Sep, 6pm-9pm (Opening Evening)
Friday 11 Sep, 11am-6pm
Saturday 12 Sep, 11am-6pm
Sunday 13 Sep, 11am-6pm
Whitechapel Gallery
77-82 Whitechapel High Street, London E1 7QX, UK.
http://www.whitechapelgallery.org/events/london-art-bookfair/
Artspace, in partnership with Perimeter Books
(Melbourne) and Printed Matter Inc. (New York), is
pleased to announce VOLUME 2015 | Another Art Book
Fair. 11th - 13th September 2015, Sydney, Australia.
VOLUME 2015 will engage and profile the breadth of
the artist’s book genre, with a focus on independently
produced, artist-led publications and related materials that
are responsive, discursive, irreverent, and that function as a
creatively and politically engaged mode of communication.
VOLUME 2015 will see Artspace activated as an evolving
space for creative production and distribution, hosting
a network of gutsy yet intelligent publishing initiatives
spanning local and global contexts.
Partnering with Sydney Contemporary, from Friday 11 to
Sunday 13 September, VOLUME 2015 will inhabit every
floor of the Gunnery building, transforming the Artspace
galleries and studios into a vital creative space that embraces
the spirit of independent artist’s book production. The
weekend’s events will feature exhibitors from across the
spectrum of contemporary art book production: from zines
to antiquarian books, limited editions to photobooks and

In a guest post for the State Library of Victoria, the artists
Gracia & Louise discuss their work with books and paper,
and the nature of inspiration and collaboration.
http://bit.ly/1GjcmcY
Gracia & Louise were also part of a Contemporary Book
Design Panel discussion at the State Library of Victoria as
part of events around the exhibition Inspiration by Design:
Word and Image from the Victoria and Albert Museum. More
information on the panel here: http://bit.ly/1esaBiV
You can watch a video of the discussion here:
http://bit.ly/1KxsMRp
Creating and collecting artists’ books in Australia
A special issue of the State Library of Victoria’s La Trobe
Journal focuses on the development of artists’ books as an
art practice in Australia. The cover featured artwork by
Gracia & Louise (image above) and the PDF version of the
journal is now available free online at: http://www.slv.vic.
gov.au/about-us/our-publications/la-trobe-journal/la-trobejournal-no-95-march-2015
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Kate Holland has a new website. Kate Holland is a multi
award-winning bookbinder, specialising in contemporary
fine bindings to commission or for exhibition. She uses
traditional materials and techniques to produce a unique
binding that reflects the text, illustrations and typeface of
the book. She was recently elected as a Fellow of Designer
Bookbinders, the ultimate accolade in this field. She has
books in many public and private collections internationally.
katehollandbooks.co.uk
From Cheryl Penn: An Encyclopedia of Everything The Expanded Version. The catalogue for the first 50 books
of the expanded version is published on the following link:
http://issuu.com/cheryl.penn/docs/expanded_version_
publishing_format

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

See all available issues on our online store at:
http://bit.ly/YHM5lM
The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books
Vol 9 No 1 and 2. The Volume 9 set can be ordered for
£10 including p&p
Volume 9, No 1 Articles: A
Place Where Things Meet:
Creative and Conceptual
Blending by Emma Robertson
(Australia), After midnight The workings of the Two a.m.
Press by Lisa Wigham (UK),
Books about nothing by Amir
Brito Cadôr (Brazil), Futura
Has Always Been The Future
by Antonio Claudio Carvalho
(UK), Reading Cabinet
by Amador Perez (Brazil),
Research Residency in Artists’ Books at the Edinburgh
College of Art Library by Julie Johnstone (UK).
Artists’ pages by: Craig Atkinson, Emily McVarish, Pineapple
Falls, Nathan Walker. Cover, badge and sticker design by
Molly Lemon.

Bukezine 19
Andrés Gatti
Contains drawings and texts inspired by many things in
life. Many page images on the Flickr site. Black and white
photocopy, c. 56 pp. 21.5 x 13.7 cm. Edition of 10, May
2015, Chile. USD $6
www.flickr.com/photos/digipops/
andreschile@vtr.net

Back issues of the Artist’s Book Yearbook are on sale all at half price!
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Volume 9, No 2 Articles:
Paul Soulellis Performing
publishing. Infrathin tales
from the printed web; Jude
Lau, on John Bently, Artists’
Books and The Printhaus:
looking for community
in books; Angie Butler
investigates the draw of
letterpress in Running My
Fingers Across The Surface:
Letterpress printing and
artists’ books; Logan Sisley
on Scientia Civitatis: Missing Titles, an imaginary library of
knowledge about cities by Vagabond Reviews for Phoenix
Rising: Art and Civic Imagination, at Dublin City Gallery
The Hugh Lane. In The E-dge of the Book, Anna Cooper
offers elements that help determine ‘bookness’.
Artists’ pages by: Ros Blackmore, Noëlle Griffiths, Rachel
Marsh, Richard Roberts and Elizabeth Shorrock. Cover
design by Tom Sowden.
Current and back issues information can be found at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm or, order
directly from: http://bit.ly/18Ha1oI
Have you ordered your copy of the new Artist’s Book
Yearbook 2016-2017? Publication Autumn 2015
Please support the publication of the ABYB, a biennial
reference publication focusing on international activity in
the field of book arts. It serves as a resource for librarians,
artists, academics, students, collectors, dealers, publishers
and researchers, in fact anyone interested in artists’ books!
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4, and co-published by Artangel and Book Works, as part
of Co-series, no. 9. Edition of 1,500, designed by James
Langdon.
The commission also includes The Loss Adjusters, produced
by Artangel in association with b-side, presented on
Portland in May/June 2015 with the support of The Henry
Moore Foundation; and The Quarryman’s Daughters,
produced by Somethin’ Else and broadcast on BBC Radio 4
in May 2015.
Artangel is supported by Arts Council England and
The Company of Angels, Special Angels and Artangel
International Circle, Book Works receives National Portfolio
Funding from Arts Council England.
The 2016-2017 issue will include essays by John Bently,
Paulo Silveira, Collective Investigations, Radoslaw
Nowakowski, Tim Mosely, amongst others, plus plentiful
information on: Artist’s Book Publishers & Presses;
Bookshops for artists’ books; Artist’s Book Dealers; Artist’s
Book Galleries & Centres; Collections, Libraries & Archives;
Artist’s Book Fairs and Events; Book Arts Courses and
Workshops; Design, Print & Bind; Print Studios; Journals
and Magazines; New Reference Publications; Organisations,
People, Projects and Societies.

96pp; Soft, with debossing; Design: James Langdon; 120 x
180mm; 1,500; ISBN: 978 1 906012 73 1. £10.
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1845
New from Café Royal Books:

Pre-publication discount is £13 per copy including UK P&P,
£14 for international postage. The Yearbook will be sent out
in Autumn 2015. Order now to take advantage of the prepublication discount. To pay by credit or debit card, you can
order via our online store at: http://bit.ly/YHM5lM
End Matter
Katrina Palmer
Published by Book Works
I will compose a text solely comprised of end matter such
as an epilogue, a postscript, an afterword, some addenda,
or appendices etc. The shadowy quality of the work’s
documentary vestiges will act as a memento to the missing
body of the book.
Portland, UK has been shaped and hollowed out over
centuries by convicts and quarrymen to provide stone
for some of London’s best-known buildings – one million
square feet of Portland stone is said to have been quarried
for St Paul’s Cathedral alone. Katrina Palmer has undertaken
her own excavations into this elemental island, marked by
unsettling absences, deviant goings-on and a writer who has
gone missing. The book accounts for the loss of Portland’s
stone, through the mysterious work of The Loss Adjusters,
based on Portland, and responsible for accounting and
balancing the material and historical shifts of the island’s
being. Reporting these losses in the form of reports, their
work overlaps, and becomes disrupted by, the presence of
a writer and her production of unreliable narratives set in
the tunnels, paths and hollowed out quarries of the island,
and presented – like the stone itself – as absences from the
narrative; end matter, whose body is missing.
End Matter is a commission by Artangel and BBC Radio

Alexandra Road Estate. Detail
Craig Atkinson
21.05.15, 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 200.
£5 UK, £6 rest of world. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/
alexandra-road-estate-craig-atkinson-210514/

Alexandra Road Estate. Park & Plant
Craig Atkinson
11.06.15. 28 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital, Edition of 200.
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£5 UK, £6 rest of world. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/
alexandra-road-estate-park-plant-110615-500/

Weldone Boiler Fluers 1976-1977
Daniel Meadows
16.04.15, 24 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 200,
£5 UK, £6 rest of world. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/
weldone-boiler-fluers-daniel-meadows/

Rhyl Caravan Parks
Stephen Clarke
04.06.15, 36 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 150.
£7 UK, £8 rest of world. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/#/
rhyl-caravan-parks-stephen-clarke-040615/

A new book by Dmitry Sayenko
11 English & 11 Russian Palindromes
2015, 28 sheets printed on both sides with 25 wood &
linocuts. English & Russian texts. Format: 7,087 x 9,764
inches (18 x 24.8 cm). Typeface: Garamond ’22, Bodoni ’46,
Impact ’22, Pragmatica’32 (Russian) and others.

Papers: Handmade paper by the artist (approx 180-220
gsm.), antique paper from a Soviet scientific magazine
(about space) published in 1938 and Nepalese handmade
paper. Leather spine/corners, сover: mixed media, special
slipcase.

Edition of 15 numbered & signed copies. More detailed
information: www.nikodimpress.blogspot.com or email
the artist: nikodim-book@yandex.ru

Printed Web 3: Zines, books, skins and downloads
From Library of the Printed Web
Zines, 8.5 x 11 in. 24 pages each. Full colour, matte softcover
print-on-demand zines with thin, glossy interior pages.
Unlimited editions. http://newhive.com/soulellis/pw3
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Bucket List
Katya Robin
A pocket guide to more than 30 buckets, from bog standard
to fancy pants. This taxonomy looks deeply into the
meanings of buckets. Edition of 300. £10
www.KatyaRobinStudio.co.uk

Then I started to draw, paint and make collages. How can I
draw as the clouds draw? Free, totally associative, without
a narrative context, without censoring myself? Not ‘I’ draw,
but the image draws itself, it draws, a great feeling and on
the paper a new world emerges.
The book is 42 x 34 cm, 36 pages, mixed-media.
http://klausvonmirbach.blogspot.de/2015/05/peopleanimals-hilarious-monsters-and.html
MICHALIS PICHLER
An artist’s book/monograph published by Printed Matter,
Inc. and Spector Books
Printed Matter is pleased to present MICHALIS PICHLER,
the first artists’ book/monograph focused on the practice
of Berlin-based artist and author Michalis Pichler, copublished by Printed Matter and Spector Books. The book
is edited by Annette Gilbert and Clemens Krümmel.
Thinking About Duckrabbits
Katya Robin
An introduction to the concept of ambiguity through the
duckrabbit paradigm. Photobook in the style of children’s
first facts book. Edition of 100. £10
www.KatyaRobinStudio.co.uk
People, Animals, hilarious Monsters and lovely Flowers
Klaus von Mirbach
A few years ago I was once again at the sea, I lay on the
beach, looking at the sky, the clouds passing by and I started
this old children’s game: Look, this cloud up there looks
like a dinosaur. And that one looks like a beautiful woman.
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The publication explores a body of artists’ publications and
other works by Pichler that makes strategic use of found and
pre-used material, including sources derived from image,
object, sound, text or thought. Its longish subtitle is derived
from a Lucy-Lippard-publication:
Thirteen Years: The materialization of ideas from 2002
to 2015: a cross-reference book of information on some
aesthetic boundaries: consisting of a bibliography into which
are inserted text, critical essays, art works, documents,
arranged chronologically and focused on so-called “greatest
hits” and conceptual poetics with mentions of such vaguely
designated areas as appropriation, post-naive, unboring
boring, détournement, objet perdu, erasure poetry, or writing

through, occurring now in the work of Michalis Pichler (with
occasional political overtones), edited by Annette Gilbert and
Clemens Krümmel.
The monographic work serves as a hybrid artist’s project
in the spirit of the catalogues by Martin Kippenberger,
with both writing addressing elements of Pichler’s artistic
practice, an extensively illustrated catalogue section as well
as interspersed elements which could be called primary
information.

As a survey of works created over the last decade, the
publication is also a reflection on the nature of canonisation,
and the effect of the artist’s catalogue in placing and artist’s
work (i.e. Pichler’s) within a lineage or historical narrative,
as well as the place of the book object in affirming the
importance of the artists’ contribution to the field at large.
As the body of work being held up for consideration is
itself interested in these boundaries of authorship, and
authentication, the ‘catalogue’ becomes a reflection on the
construction of the artistic self.

Every Building In The Sunset Strip
Dave Dyment
Toronto, Canada: MKG127, 2015
One of two remakes of Ed Ruscha’s classic book Every
Building On The Sunset Strip, in the exhibition of the same
name at MKG127 held in June this year. The other version
is visual, with images sourced from cinema and television.

Every Building In The Sunset Strip, Dave Dyment’s installation at
gallery MKG127, Toronto in June 2015

The book recounts stories about every property included
in the original book (which was titled The Sunset Strip on
both the cover and spine), from Schwab’s Pharmacy at 8024
Sunset Blvd (the site of many Hollywood legends, a few of
them true) to the Jaguar Dealership that remains fifty years
later, at 9176 Sunset.

The publication includes 11 critical essays, an extensively
illustrated catalogue of works, a conversation with artist
John Stezaker as well as selected writings by the artist,
providing an introduction to conceptual poetics. Other
critical essays include those from Tobias Amslinger,
Matthias Bleyl, Eleanor Brown, Craig Dworkin, Annette
Gilbert, Mark Gisbourne, Patrick Greaney, Jean-Claude
Moineau, Ariane Müller, Stefan Ripplinger, Magnus
Wieland. Interspersed throughout the book is the migration
collage series, in a way which makes the book a hybrid
between proper monograph and artists book.
MICHALIS PICHLER was edited by Annette Gilbert
and Clemens Krümmel, and designed by BUREAU
Mario Lombardo. The book is published on occasion of
“GREATEST HITS”, the second solo exhibition by the
artist at Printed Matter, Inc. The exhibition will travel to
Kunstverein (Milano), Milan, were it is scheduled to be on
view from October 22 to November 29, 2015.
http://printedmatter.org/events/354
Printed in an edition of 2000 copies softcover, 400 copies
hardcover, 26 numbered copies A-Z special edition with
hand-cut plates. 11.7 × 8.3”. 240 pages, 467 images.
http://buypichler.com
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Every Building In The Sunset Strip, artist’s book editioned with
print and screenprinted envelope. Dave Dyment 2015

The entries range from the banal (once a beauty salon,
now a vacant lot) to the sensational (racketeering, murder,
celebrity scandal, etc). Taken together, they form a portrait
of the 2.4 km stretch of the famous boulevard, and how it
has changed over the past half century.
Edition of 95. Each book comes in a screenprinted envelope
with a print. The book is 54pp, 14 x 18 cm, accordion fold.
$650 CDN. There is also a special edition of 3 that comes
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The Suggestion of Opulence (Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison)
A Catalogue of Bodies (Second Edition) (Gracia Haby)
In your dreams, blurred and distinct (Gracia Haby & Louise
Jennison)
Nuit Noir (Louise Jennison)
As if from the clouds, restless (Gracia Haby)
Misreadings (Gracia Haby)
Four Rainbow Lorikeets (Trichoglossus haematodus) who
visited my garden one summer’s day (Louise Jennison)
Twelve months, an explorer (Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison)

Every Building In The Sunset Strip, special boxed edition.
Dave Dyment 2015

with 50 prints and a DVD of the Powerpoint presentation
(which contains all 575 images). More information and
images at: http://artistsbooksandmultiples.blogspot.
co.uk/2015/06/dave-dyment-every-building-in-sunset.html
Contact the artist at: ddyment@rogers.com
Following the soft percussion of your tread
Gracia Haby
An artist’s book, twenty-six pages in length, made especially
for the National Gallery of Victoria’s inaugural Melbourne
Art Book Fair, NGV International, May 2015, which at first
glance appears to take place in several of the 15,000 rooms
of the Château de Fontainebleau. Turn the pages to find a
school of varied fish in the boudoir of Marie Antoinette, an
opossum rolling back the carpet in readiness for dancing,
a lion looking for his tail in the Salon de Musique, a
contemplative kangaroo roaming the grounds, and a surefooted gorilla in the Salon des Fastes. Look high! Look low!

Boxed set of ten zine titles released in 2014. Edition of 5.
Editions of this boxed set are in the collections of the State
Library of Victoria, the State Library of New South Wales,
the State Library of Queensland, and the University of
Melbourne Library. http://gracialouise.com/constellation
NEW ZINES:
Salvaged Relatives, red edition
AUD $12. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinesalvaged-relatives-red
Salvaged Relatives, yellow edition
AUD $12. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinesalvaged-relatives-yellow
Salvaged Relatives, blue edition
AUD $12. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinesalvaged-relatives-blue

Artist’s book, unique state, featuring collage elements and
pencil. 2015. http://gracialouise.com/soft-percussion
A constellation of zines 2014–2015
Gracia Haby & Louise Jennison
A 25 x 25 x 6 cm compilation box of all zine titles released
in 2014, made from sheets of archival foam, with a blue card
slipcase embellished with hand-punched constellation.
Zine titles:
Salvaged Relatives Pocket Edition (Gracia Haby & Louise
Jennison)
Under the water, with a two-colour eye-glass, something
similar (Gracia Haby)
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Whoot-woo
AUD $2. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinewhoot-woo
Birds with tremendous beaks
AUD $2. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinebirds-with-tremendous-beaks
A charm of finches
AUD $2. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zine-acharm-of-finches

Shaped like that of an egg
AUD $2. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zineshaped-like-that-of-an-egg
Gentlemen from a deck of Salvaged Relatives
AUD $4. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinegentlemen
Gentlewomen from a deck of Salvaged Relatives
AUD $4. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinegentlewomen
Zoological Digs
AUD $5. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinezoological-digs
Hither & Thither
AUD $3. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zinehither-thither
ideas via physical and tactile forms of communication the
project results in the publication of limited-edition bookworks, inkjet prints, poetry and short films. Resulting
artworks are presented in print, online, and at events and
exhibitions. Revolve:R extends beyond national, linguistic
and disciplinary boundaries with a strong collaborative
ethos which initiates and develops networks between local,
national and international arts communities. The Revolve:R
project is active in supporting early and mid-career artists
through the publication, exhibitions and promotion of their
work and practice.

Salvaged Relatives, boxed
AUD $50. http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/
salvaged-relatives-boxed
Revolve:R edition two
This is just quick reminder that we are still trying to raise
much needed funds in order to publish Revolve:R, edition
two, a collaborative project produced by dialogue between
artists, writers and filmmakers from Europe, South Africa
and the USA.
To raise these funds we are inviting your support of our
publication by pre-ordering the bookwork (50% off RRP)
and/or limited edition prints. You can back the project from
£6 upwards and your support will be invaluable in enabling
us to raise the funds needed for publication costs.
All supporters will be credited as a supporter of the project
within the publication (unless you say otherwise). #The first
25 copies of the bookwork pre-ordered will also receive a
mystery limited edition inkjet print#.
Options to support the publication of Revolve:R, edition two
can be found here: www.revolve-r.com/index.php/shop/
About Revolve:R: Based on visual correspondence,
Revolve:R is a collaboration exploring the exchange of
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Revolve:R edition two. Works by: Alastair Whitton (SA),
Ricarda Vidal (UK), Linnea Vedder (USA), Sam Treadaway
(UK), Laura Santamaria (IT), David Shillinglaw (UK), Kate
Street (UK), Clare Thornton (UK), Solveig Settemsdal (UK),
Daniel Smedley, (UK), Matt Rowe (UK), Pietro Reviglio
(IT), James Rigler (UK), Bernd Reichert (B), Rammatik
(FO), Juneau Projects (UK), One Five West (UK), Domingo
Martinez (ES), John Matthias (UK), Anna Mace (UK), Julie
McCalden (UK), Sharon Kivland (F), Hayden Kays (UK),
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Peter Hoiss (AT), Alice Hendy (UK), Verena Hägler (G),
Patrick Galway (UK), Steven Fowler (UK), Stephanie Douet
(UK), Todd DiCiurcio (USA), Emma Cocker (UK), Anna
Cady (UK), Richard Broomhall (UK), Oscar Bandtlow
(UK), Maria Anastassiou (CY), Diana Ali (UK).
www.revolve-r.com
The new issue of Uniformagazine No.3 is now available:
Cathy Lane Chalke
Way | Kasper
Pincis On the road
/ Another orchard
| Claudia Molitor
Sonorama: listening
to the view from the
train | Rick Poynor
Lens of Sutton
| Peter Blegvad
& Peter Bowles
Time/Space: 4
Metaphors | Michael
Hampton & Peter
Suchin Shopland:
a productive
misreading | Grant
Smith, Maria
Papadomanolaki,
Dawn Scarfe
SoundCamp | Brian Lane Quite Yellow Sounds… | Ian Waites
Once there were roundabouts | From the ‘Readers’ Guide…
Nature Writers
The following commentary was written about three
books by Richard Long from the late 1970s (Numeracy,
uniformity and structure, Dundee 1999): “Throughout these
publications, the photographs are definitive records of
moments within a landscape, whether of a single geometric
form made with material from the particular terrain, or a
composed view of a landscape from within the duration of
a journey. Where a sculptural form has been introduced
into the landscape, this will occupy a central, foregrounded
position within the image. The language is distilled, precise
and economical, referring numerically to periods of time
(hours, days) and distances (miles), or descriptively to
repeated actions (walking, throwing), forms (lines, circles),
materials (stone, driftwood), and locations. The uniformity
of presentation highlights the variations and particularity of
each combination of text and image—the singularity of each
work is established by its relationship to other works.”
It is as good as any specification Uniformagazine might
make for itself, which as well as having included the
durational, the graphic and the concrete, and the
geographically particular, has, in the first two issues,
suggested a continuity of subject. In this issue especially,
which, as is the model, was put together in a period of a
few weeks, there are potential connections between several
pieces. What arrived when and how it affected the overall
balance and pitch of the content is probably forgotten
already; so be it.
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No.3 Spring–Summer 2015. ISSN 2056-6301. 32pp, 215 x
145 mm. £4.00. Order online at: http://www.colinsackett.
co.uk/uniformagazine.php
www.uniformbooks.co.uk
uniformbooks@gmail.com
@Uniformbooks
Vineyards + Carwrecks
Stuart Woodman

2000 miles in 10 days. Sun, rain, fog, snow. Over rivers,
mountains and the sea. Vineyards and carwrecks. New
friends and old. Edition of 50. Black and White. Digital
Print. £5.00. Available at:
www.antlerpress.co.uk/vineyards.html
WSW has published two new books this spring:
Taxonomy of Shapes by Radha Pandey and Nights, The
Cosmos, and I by Natalia Zapella.

Taxonomy of Shapes by Radha Pandey challenges the
reader’s perception of their environment and current
systems of scientific classification. The book represents
elements from both natural and man-made environments
with hand drawn icons. Hand-waxed translucent overlays
use geometric cut-outs to organise the items according to
circle, square and triangle forms.

REPORTS & REVIEWS

Taxonomy of Shapes introduces a new system of
classification in which we find that a mountain is in the
same category as a nose, a slice of pie, and a bunch of
grapes. Letterpress printed with hand and die cutting in
an accordion format. 4” x 8”, 13 pages. Edition of 52, 2015.
$400. Available at:
http://www.wsworkshop.org/artists-books/new-artistsbooks-from-wsw/

Nights, the Cosmos, and I by Natalia Zapella is about
the geometry of the cosmos. It investigates the aesthetic
quality of the sewing thread as a graphic resource,
using embroidery to illustrate an original poem about
nighttime and its wonders. Using the principles of subtlety
and minimalism, three colours of thread merge with
screenprinted lines, encouraging you to take a more
attentive look at the details, thus revealing their texture
and tactile quality.

An Encyclopedia of Everything - The Expanded Version
In Celebration of 50 books
Cheryl Penn
The first installation of An Encyclopedia of Everything took
place in October 2014. Over 380 books were on display
at the KZNSA Gallery in Durban, but collecting and
exchanging has not stopped there. All books are blogged
on numerous sites including http://an-encyclopedia-ofeverything.blogspot.com and to alleviate the enormity of
the first catalogue, I have decided to publish a listing every
50 books. This first collection is available for download on
http://issuu.com/cheryl.penn/docs/expanded_version_
publishing_format
Artists’ books still function with some difficulty in the art
world. To loosen the pages of an unassuming book from its
binding and separate the spreads could fill a gallery wall, yet
the bound artefact remains small and intimate. Its stimulus
is unlike that of a large two-dimensional painted canvas, or
an arresting, digitally enlarged photograph. I think this is
one of the reasons why some of the artists who make books
are willing to exchange and collaborate. There is closeness
in sharing words and images through the medium of books.
A dynamic, multifaceted interaction evolves through this
intimate involvement in personal expression, and this has
come to be a hallmark of An Encyclopedia of Everything.
There have been numerous collaborations organised on
Robert Heather’s book artists site Artist Books 3.0
http://artistbooks.ning.com - in fact, we are currently
involved in our 15th book exchange. Other, closer
collaborative engagement has also been an indicator of solid
artistic relationships. All collaborative works are published
on http://collaborativecanto.blogspot.com and I have begun
to publish these works online on ISSUU. Let me give
some examples.

Today, David Chirot, USA/Cheryl Penn, South Africa, 2015

The binding choice - an open accordion book cased in a
hardcover - makes it possible to keep the thread ends out of
sight, but still not completely hidden, for the process counts
here as much as the result itself. 6.2” x 8.5”, 19 pages.
Edition 60, 2015. $500. Available at:
http://www.wsworkshop.org/artists-books/new-artistsbooks-from-wsw/
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David Chirot is an outsider poet/artist from Minnesota
(USA), and together, over a period of 6 months we wrote
a poem titled Today (an edition of 9 handmade chapbooks
and 1 book). This is a series of pocket books, which hold
copies of two rubbings David sent, and two visual poems
I made on the day the books were completed. We wrote a
verse/verses and the other artist responded. David Chirot
and I also maintain an erratic email correspondence, but
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when his messages arrive their energy is rapid, like fast
footfalls pounding the pavements of the city where he lives.
One feels the truth of the true lives David inhabits within
the spilling of his emailed words, falling too fast to take
breaths between. His poetry is no different.

Manly Library Artist’s Book Award 2015
A Report
The 2015 Award was selected and judged by Helen Cole
- Senior Librarian and Coordinator of the Australian
Library of Art, Queensland Memory at the State Library of
Queensland and Steven Miller - Head of the Art Gallery of
NSW Research Library and Archive.
The 2015 Artists’ Book Award was opened on Friday 20
March at Manly Library by judges Helen Cole and Steven
Miller.
The following works were acquired

The Library, Rod Summers, The Netherlands/Cheryl Penn,
South Africa, 2015

Rod Summers (VEC Publications, The Netherlands) is a
conceptual artist and our first writing was done in a very
short period. This collaboration became a limited edition
of 5 chapbooks and 1 book from my side, but a multiple
edition by VEC Publications. I say writing together, as
words/lines/phrases were altered as we progressed, no
matter who wrote the original lines. It’s a challenging way to
work for me, as different voices have their own tones/word
and rhythm colours, and successful collaboration demands
sensitivity to this.

Say What???, John M Bennett, USA/Cheryl Penn,
South Africa, 2015

A collaboration with John M Bennett (USA) resulted in
a limited edition of 1 book and 10 chapbooks - a series
of 7 libretto arrangements. John Bennett is a writer/poet/
performer who uses language and all its convolutions as
his medium of expression. He puts together and pulls apart
as the words move him, with unexpected juxtapositions
of sounds and rhythm. John is an avid and very generous
collaborator and I’m hugely pleased we got be ‘distrubeding
our wurds’. We have been at this collaboration for over a
year so I’m glad to have it committed to paper!
Also available for download on
http://issuu.com/cheryl.penn/docs/say_what.__john_
bennett_cheryl_penn
What can I say? From these few samples, this sort of trust
and exchange circulating the globe has resulted in small
works of great value, and personal experiences, which go
a long way to fostering sound artistic rapport.
Many thanks to all who continue this work with me.
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.com
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‘Chance’ by Helen Malone and Jack Oudyn | 2014 | $500

‘According to Plan’ by Rob Kovitz | 2014 | $65

‘The One Who Stopped’ by Caren Florance | 2014 | $350

‘Country’ by Bronwyn Rees | 2014 | $1200

‘A

‘The Book of Asylum’ by Bernard Appassamy | 2013 | $1500

‘Collected Dead Letters, Volume 2 by Elizabeth Banfield | 2014 |
$900

The Artist’s Book collection in Manly Library reflects in a
challenging and thought provoking way the long tradition
of enquiry, curiosity and innovation that books signify
when placed in the hands of artists. Artists’ books are
naturals for libraries, stressing the creative potential of the
book medium and restating the long-standing relationship
between the book and the library.
The biennial Artist’s Book Award has provided Manly
Library with the opportunity to develop an artists’
book collection and in so doing also contributes to the
development and awareness of artists’ books as an art form.
The collection began in 2011 with the acquisitions from the
inaugural Artist’s Book Award. The entries and acquisitions
were selected by judges; Akky van Ogtrop - Art Historian
and President of the Print Council of Australia and Therese
Kenyon, former Director Manly Art Gallery & Museum.
The 2013 Award was selected and judged by; Noreen
Grahame - Director of the Centre for the Artist Book and
Monica Oppen - writer, printmaker, photographer and
bookbinder. Entries were received from around the world,
marking this as a globally-recognised event.
Each acquired book is available to be viewed in the library
and will be digitally available via the library website for
unlimited access supporting programming of many kinds:
workshops, lectures, exhibits etc.

A slideshow of all 92 entries to the 2015 Award can be
viewed at: http://www.manly.nsw.gov.au/library/artistsbooks-page/

Journey from One Reality to Another’ by Mark Wingrave | 2014
| $35

STOP PRESS!
Klingspor Museum Offenbach - Book Art, Typography
and Calligraphy of the 20th and 21st Century.
The museum has a new website: http://www.offenbach.de/
microsite/klingspor_museum/index.php

‘Living Water: the river hid, logbook, codex’ by Annique
Goldenberg | 2014 | $750

‘Assimilated Museum’ by Deanna Hitti | 2015 | $2200
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Creative Summer Art Courses with Some Odd Pages, UK:
Book Arts Summer School (C01402-141501)
Wednesday - Friday, 22nd – 24th July, 10am – 3.30pm
Develop creative content while exploring increasingly
inventive and imaginative book structures. Explore
ways of creating books which combine traditional and
contemporary book binding methods and techniques
from different cultures throughout time. Learn western
and eastern binding methods and ideas, techniques and
materials to create original artworks in book form.
This course features workshops in safe, reliable and
adaptable methods of measuring, cutting, aligning, folding,
gluing and pressing in order to produce original handbound books of sound construction and lasting beauty.
Venue: RACC Parkshot, Richmond-upon-Thames, UK.
Limited places available. Book online at:
http://www.racc.ac.uk/course/C01402-141501

this newsletter can be downloaded at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/banlists.htm

Workshops with the National Trust at Hatchlands Park,
UK. Thursday, 16th July 2015, 9am – 1pm
We are very pleased to offer a SPECIAL SESSION in
partnership with the National Trust this summer at
beautiful Hatchlands Park. This parkland is mentioned in
the Domesday Book while the Georgian mansion, built in
1750 by Admiral Boscawen with architect Stiff Ledbetter,
has been home to several interesting and historical families
over the years.

Yoko Ono - featured table at Printed Matter, Inc. NY
Yoko Ono is considered to be one of the most influential
artists of her generation, sustaining an active art practice
since the early 1960s which has focused primarily on
performance, writing, and music. Early instruction-based
works like Grapefruit helped to define the new set of
parameters for the Fluxus generation, that continues to
have had lasting impact on conceptual art.

See Shakespeare’s famous portrait, explore one of Europe’s
largest collection of musical instruments, the Cobbe
Collection, tour this beautiful and historical mansion and
gardens while learning to make your own hand bound
books. A great day out with a well made, beautiful book of
your own to take home!
“Learn the basics of bookbinding and create your own book.
This session covers book boards, papers and cloths, grain,
adhesives and pattern making as well as a range of specialist
materials and tools to use. Learn reliable techniques for
measuring, cutting, aligning, folding, gluing and pressing to
produce beautiful, hand-bound books of sound and lasting
construction. Students will complete one multi-section,
hard cover book making a perfect sketchbook, diary or
gift, all under the guidance of expert tutor Meg Green. Tea,
coffee and cake will be provided in the price of your ticket.”
Entry to the house and gardens, workshop tuition, materials
and refreshments included. Book online at:
https://www2.guildford.gov.uk/electricpeo/show.asp
SINGLE SESSION WORKSHOPS just for you
Have a special book project but don’t know where or how to
get started? Sometimes it’s hard to know just what it is you
need to learn in order to develop your idea further. Single
session workshops will get you underway. Individual three
hour sessions focused around your own project, interests
and skills.
These sessions will break down your idea into manageable
stages, establish specific core skills and work through
the challenges of getting your vision from concept to
conclusion.
Tools and materials are provided for you during the session.
Then purchase just what you need for your project. Special
ordering is available, details and costs can be discussed
during your own session. Small groups accommodated, get
in touch with the details of your group project.
Contact the studio to arrange your own session.
http://someoddpages.com/contact/
“Meg’s workshops are unbelievably inspirational!
Be warned though once you start you probably won’t be
able to stop!” - Lottie Small, textile artist.
www.SomeOddPages.com

Included here is the brand new facsimile reprint by MoMA
of that 1964 work, as well as an authourised continuation
of Ono’s A Box of Smile, which George Maciunas started in
1971 (signed and unsigned, in black and white), plus other
publications, multiples and posters.
https://printedmatter.org/tables/918
Don’t forget, Printed Matter is moving to a spacious new
bookstore at 231 Eleventh Avenue, New York this August.
More info at: https://printedmatter.org/capital_campaign

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
@SarahBodman

UWE Bristol Exhibitions are on show at Bower Ashton
Library. Please check before travelling as opening hours
vary during vacation periods and bank holidays.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
NEXT DEADLINE: 13TH AUGUST FOR THE
SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2015 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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